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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PURPOSE

When Congress authorized Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) programs in 1982, It mandated

that coordination between agencies operating JTPA programs and other agencies py a central role in

the organization and provision of services. The purpose of this report is to assess the role of program

coordination in enhancing JTPA program effectiveness and efficiency. Specifically, it is intended to: (i)

identify major strategies and characteristics of coordination, (2) assess the relative advantages and

disadvantages of coordination, (3) identify factors that are effective in promoting and enhancing

coordinatiom (4) assess legal, administrative, and other barriers to coordination, and (5) propose specific

actions that might be taken at the federal, state, and local levels to facilitate better integration of

programs.

BACKGROUND

Under JTPA Title Il-A, employment ano training services are provided by over 600 local service

delivery areas (SDAs). These services include classroom and on4he-job training, job search assistance.

and remedial education. The Act mandates that SDAs coordinate the provision of services with other

human service agencies serving dislocated, unskilled, and economically disadvantaged individuals.

m this report, coordination refers to situations where two or more organizations work together,

through a formal or informal arrangement, to meet one or more of the following goals: (1) improve the

effectiveness of programs, (2) Improve the cost effectiveness of programs, (3) avoid unnecessary

duplication of services, and/or (4) improve measured performance on outcomes of interest to the

program administrators.

Coordination efforts can vary in complexity. The simplest form of coordination is the sharing of

information by two or more programs. Other forms of coordination include joint planning, coordinated

referrals, and coordinated provision of services. The most complete form of coordination is program

integration, where two or more programs merge their funding and jointly conduct outreach, assessment,

service provision, and placement.

Some agencies are required to coordinate certain activities with JTPA, while others do so on a

voluntary basis. At the state and local level, there are a variety of other programs/agencies with which
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JTPA programs may coordinate, including: (1) the employment service, (2) welfare programs. (3)

academic education, (4) vocational education, (5) economic development, and (6) vocational

rehabilitation.

This study collected information on the experiences of agencies inv0 id in coordination

projects. The study began with a review of the literature on ..ITPA coordination. This review synthesized

findings from over 100 articles and reports. To obtain more recent and more detailed information,

telephone Interviews were conducted with staff from 60 coordination projects. and on-site case studies

were conducted for nine of the projects.

A total of 252 coordination projects wore identified by the Employment and Training

Administration's regional offices. Sixty projects, representing a wide range of agencies, were then

selected based on the type and extent of coordination, urban/rural setting, region, and target group

affected. The same criteria were then used to select nine of the coordination projects for case studies.

RESULTS IN BRIEF

Our research indicates that there is a great deal of diversity in coordination "models and

strategies. Most of the program officials interviewed stated that the advantages of coordination

substantially outweigh the disadvantages. Infr-Aewees cited many advantages both for the client and

the agencies involved in coordination. The majority of coordination efforts reported either no

disadvantages to coordination or only minor ones. The most significant disadvantage is the amount ef

time and effort required to plan and sustain successful coordination.

Our conclusion about the generally positive returns to coordination, which is consistent with

findings from other studies, prJvides a strong rationale for agencies at federal, state, and local levels to

take steps to promote coordination. While many agencies across the country are actively Involved in

coordination projects, there is still much that can be done at all levels of government to strengthen and

expand coordination.

PRINCIPAL. FINDINGS

1. Wide Diversilv of Coordtrotion Models and Stretegin Exists

Our study of the practical experience of state and local agencies with coordination efforts reveals

diversity among coordination models° and several dimensions which characterize coordination efforts:

°too-down` versus 0bottgm-vp° coordination: the initiative to coordinate may either be
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locally-developed ('bottom-up` coordination) or may be encouraged or imposed by
federal or state officials (lop-down coordination);

kgssalcsmapanaggrearagaggsztuagn: coordination efforts may involve as few as
hvo agbncies or many other independent agenJes; and

slegmistipiggrAtio: coordination efforts vary considerably in terms of the types of
activities cooreinated and the extent of coordination (e.g., In some efforts agency
budgets and lines of authority remain largely untouched, while In others fundince and staff
responsibility are shared or pooled).

2. Advantattes of Coordination Substantially OuhvelgILDIsadvantagee

Throughout our case studies and telephone interviews, a consistent theme emerged: the

advantages of coordination substantially outweigh the disadvantages. Interviewees cited many

advantages both for the client - particularly better access to a wider range of services and a reduction in

the barriers to accessing services - and for agencies involved in coordination. Agencies ben, 1t In a

variety of ways. Including the following:

access to additional resources;

ability to secure additional public and/or private funding;

greater flexibility in using funds;

ability to offer a wider range of services targeted on client needs;

Increased knowledge and communication among agency staff;

ability to share credit for client outcomes;

ability to place clients (through other agencies) at little or no additional cost;

increased operational efficiency and reduction of duplicattve agency efforts;

better tracking of services received by clients and client outcomes;

enhanced abillry to serve mandated target groups;

Improved image with silents, employers, and the communtty;

specialization in areas of expertise;

enhanced performance outcomes; and

cost savings through elimination of duplicative efforts.

3. II_ 1: ' i 11! I. 111.1 i Oki 114 1 / "Al. I 1 I-L"
and Sustaining Cordination Cited as Meat Significant Dindyagtsge

The majority of coordination efforts studied reported no disadvantages to coordination or only

minor ones. The most significant disadvantage is the amount of time and effort required to plan and



sustain successful coordination. Most staff of coordinating agencies view such meetings and other

regular interagency communication to be an unavoidable cost of coordinating services. Time spent

attending to additional paperwork is also frequently mentioned as a cost. Disadvantages to the agencies

are more significant than disadvantages to the clients. The latter consist primarily of the potential for

completing additional forms or problems of access to services. Other disadvantages to agencies

include:

loss of autonomy in decision making;

need to resolve Interagency conflicts;

need to maintain new operational procedures, client flows, and information systems; and

potential inefficiencies of out-stationed staff.

Some of these disadvantages may be ameliorated as agencies become more accustomed to

dealing with one another and as the time needed to sustain coordination is reduced.

4. No Single Facjor is Epential to Coordinetion.11uta illy 21 factors Promote
Successful Coordination

Interviewees identified many factors that promoted coordination. Some factors - such as high-

level political support - are more important than others. None of the factors is essential, but most are

important to sincessful coordination efforts. Among the major factors that promote coordination are the

following:

high-level political support at the federal and state levels, as well as support from agency
and community leaders at the local level;

cooperative attitudes among managers and staff at state and local agencies;

decreases in funding and funding shortages, or the availability of new program funds Or
funds earmarked for coordination;

mutual needs and common goals of agencies, particularly related to serving clients
effectively;

a previous history of coordination;

mechanisms to buNd consensus and to resolve conflicts that may arise during planning
and implementation of coordination efforts; and

co-location of facilities.

S. Agenclee Encpunter Administrative. Least. and Other Barrier§ tp Coordinatipn

Ali of the successitd coordinatiob efforts that we reviewed encountered some barriers to

coordination. The most common barriers are "turf' issues and Ignorance or dislike of the philosophy or
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operations of other agencies. We suspect that these barriers play a significant role In thwarting many

potential coordination efforts before they are seriously considered. These barriers are generally

overcome In the successful projects by getting to know and understand the other agencies involved. In

many successful examples of coordination, the key agency staff knew each other well before

coordination efforts were undertaken; in other cases, pressure from the governor or an agency head

forced agencies to work together while the agencies worked to understand each other's programs.

Legal issues were not commonly cited as barriers. Among the legal barriers cited are the

following:

eligibMty restrictions;

restrictions on uses of funds; and

client confidentiality requirements.

In some cases, special legislation or waivers are required to help the agencies coordinate.

Administrative barriers were encountered at some agencies, including the following:

restrictions on obtaining credit for services and results;

difficulty In working with staff from other agencies;

differert geographical boundaries for coordinating agencies;

incompatible forms and management information systems;

incompatible procedures;

long-term leases and space limitations; and

lines of authority.

Perhaps the most common administrative barrier is that agencies often have different perspectives on

performance and services to clients. In the past year, the Department of Labor has sought to encourage

services to the hard-to-serve while retaining the performance standards system. To some extent this may

help welfare programs coordinate with the ITPA system.

Among the other barriers to the establishment or maintenance of coordination cited are the

following:

fear of loss of agency autonomy or k fiction:

distrust of other agencies;

lack of ownership;

vil
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lack of political or administrative ...Ippon; and

the tkne and effort required to plan and implement coordination.

RECOMMENDATIONS

While many agencies are actively Involved in coordination projects across the country, there is

still much that could be done at tha federal, state, and local levels to strengthen and expand

coordination. All levels of government can and should take steps to increase collaboration among

agencies, but none need be held back by Inaction at other levels. Some of the recommendations that

emerge from this study can be implemented quite easily, particularly the ones which require no new

legislation. The recommendations requiring new legislation are fike4 to enhance significantly the role of

coordination in delivery of employment services and other social services at state and local levels.

1. At the Federal Level

in general, steps should be taken that increase the Manhood that state and local level officials

will decide that it is in their own interest to coordinate. Presumably, self-interest can help to overcome

omnipresent 'turf concerns as well as the frequently present personality problems and distrust

Under current law, the federal government can continue to play an important role in promoting

coordination by providing high4evel support for coordination and by expanding Its efforts to provide

technical assistance to states and localities. Specifically, the following are recommended:

expand efforts to document and communicate information about the benefits of
coordination;

continue providing support and encouragement for state and local officials in their efforts
to coordinate JTPA programs and other programs;

provide flexibilltIr for coordination to state and local level officials charged with
implementing federally-funded programs;

increase federal efforts to insure that innovators will not be worse off for taking chances;

increase federal efforts to encourage the use of state and local bodies whose mission is
to promote coordination;

set an example by continuing coordination at the national and regional levels;

provide information on successful examples of coordination; and

provide technical assistance, guidance, and problem resolution for states and localities
on designing and implementing coordination.

via
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The Department of Labor and other federal agencies could make several changes to existing

legislation or regulations either to promote coordination or to reduce barriers to coordination at the state

and local levels. Particular emphasis should be placed on the following areas:

increase flexibility in using funds to coordinate;

mandate coordination for other human serViCa programs; and

develop common definitions of terms.

There are several steps that the Department of Labor and other federal agencies could take to

further test innovative approaches to coordination:

continue providing financial support for demonstration projects and other innovations;
and

conduct a national evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of coordination.

2. At the State Level

States also play a key role in promoting coordination and in helping localities to overcome the

various barriers to coordination. The role of the state - particuiarly the governor and state agencies

responsible for employment and training, education, vocational rehabilitation, welfare, and other social

services - can oftzn be critical in providing the political support and resources that are necessary for

agencies to become involved In cor.oidination efforts.

Under current law, there are a variety of steps that states might undertake to promote

coordination and to assist localities In overcoming barriers to coordination.

provide high-level support for coordination:

strengthen statewide coordinating committees;

provide localities with technical assistance and protiem resolution;

promote compatiblity/integration of automated information systems;

provide for cross-training of staff; and

encourage strengthening of local level coordination efforts.

States could make several changes to existing legislation or regulations either to promote

coordination or to reduce barriers to coordination at the state and local level. Particular emphasis should

be placed on the following areas:

use the ..ITPA performance standards system to encourage coordination;

mandate joint planning and coordination among state agencies:

bc
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make geographical boundaries of state and total programs coterminous;

provide greater flexibility in sharing credit for outcomes across agencies;

There are schzral steps that states could tyke to further test innovative approaches to

coordination:

provide funding/grants for innovative coordination projects; and

provide funds for documentation and evaluation of innovative coordination projects.

3. At the Loot Level

This study, and others that preceded it, establishes the critical role that localities play in

developing and implementing coordination projects. Local agencies are generally on the front-tine in

most coordination projects (even those that are "top-down° models of coordination). There are a number

of things that can be done at the local level to foster coordination:

develop an understanding of the objectives and operations of other programs;

increase joint planning among local agencies;

introduce cross-training of staff; and

document and evaluate coordination efforts.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A recent study conducted for the U.S. Department of Labor's Commission on Workforce Quality

and Labor Market Efficiency noted that there are 14 federally-funded programs which provide

employment and training services to over 7 million Americans annually. The Job Training Partnership

Act (JTPA) is the major federal program which sponsors training for economically-disadvantaged youth

and adults and dislocated workers. When Congress authorized the JTPA program in 1982, it mandated

that coordination between JTPA and other agencies play a central role in the organization and provision

of services. The JTPA Advkloni Committee has emphasized the importance of encourajing coordination

between JTPA and other human service programs:

in this era of budget stringency, particularly, we should no longer accept a fragmented.

uncoordinated approach to the delivery of human services. It Is ineffective, wasteful and

frustrates the consumers of these services: both those who seek training and their potential

employers!

This report presents the findings from one of the efforts sponsored by the U.S. Department of

Labor to help better understand the costs and benefits of coordination and the barriers and factors

promoting coordination. Based on telephone interviews with 60 coordination efforts, nine on-site case

studies of coordination, and a review of the literature, the report provides a summary of the major

findings. in addition, the report provides recommendations for federal, state, and local actions to foster

coordination.

This chapter begins with an overview of the programs authorized under the Job Training

Partnership Act. It then discusses the statutory provisions which require coordination of JTPA program

actMtles and provides a review of the various programs that may be linked with JTPA. The chapter

concludes with an overview of the study and outline of the report.

'Burt S. Bamow and Laudan Y. Aron (1989), "Survey of Government-Provided Training Programs" in

investing In People, Background Papers Volume I, Washington, D.C.: Commission on Workforce Quality

and Labor Market Efficiency, pp. 493-584.

2The JTPA Advisory Committee to the Secretary of Labor (1989), Working Caplet Coordirgtted_Human

investment Directions for the 90's, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, p 4.



A. Th Job Training Partnership Act

The Job Training Partnership Act, Public Law 97-300. was enacted by Congress on October 13,

1982 and replaced the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) as the nation's major

employment and training legislation. JTPA programs became effective Ur October 1983 after a year of

transition.

The major components of JTPA are authorized in Titles II through IV of the Act, and their

functions are described below.

1.

Title II-A is the largest component of JTPA. It authorizes the provision of employment and

training services through approximately 600 local service delivery areas (SDAs) to economically

disadvantaged youth and adults. The term "economically disadvantaged° is defined primarily on the

basis of family income and receipt of welfare. Most IndMduals qualify by receiving cash welfare

payments (Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFIXI, general assistance (GA), or Supplemental

I I I I . &i t 11 a t: t it' t b

Security Income ($SW, food stamps, or by having family income less than poverty leiel or the lower

IMng standard income level kr the six months prior to enrollment Although JTPA permits a number of

activities (see Section 204 of the Act), the most common activities provided are classroom training (both

occupational and basic skills), on-the-job training (OJT), job search assistance, and woric experience

(although there are statutory limits on the funding that can be used for work experience).

An important feature of JTPA is the mandatory involvement of the private sector through private

industry councils (PICs). Members of the PICs are nominated by general purpose business organizatiora

(such as the Chamber of Commerce) and selected by the chief elected official(s) of the SDAs.

Representatives of the private sector must comprise a majority of the members of each PIC.

Title II-A also Includes two special programs that ere funded by designated shares of a state's

Tide II-A funds (Section 123). Eight percent of the funds are reserved for state education coordination

and grants. At least 80 percent of the eight-percent funds must be used to provide services to eligible

participants through cooperative agreements between the state and Is administrative entitles and local

education agencies In the state. Up to 20 percent of the eight-percent funds can be used for

coordinating JTPA programs with education programs.
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Three percent of the Title II-A funds are reserved for programs for older IndMduals, defined as

age 55 and above (Section 124). These programs may be operated through agreements with public

agencies, nonprofit private organizations, and private business organizations.

2. Title II-B: Summer Youth Employment jedTralnina Prggeame

The Title II-B program provides for subsidized summer jobs and training opportunities for

economically disadvantaged youth ages 16 through 21.3 Unlike the Title II-A program, the Title II-B

1rogram does not have limits on subsidized employment. Basic and remedial education is authorized, as

well as classroom and on-the-job training.

3.

The Title ill program is a state and local program that serves dislocated workers through

classroom training, on-the-job training relocation assistance, pre-layoff assistance, job search assistance,

and other means. The eligibility requirements for Title ill programs are not as specific as the

requirements for Title II programs; states have considerable flexibility In determining which dislocated

workers they choose to serve. Congress amended Title ill in 1988 with the Economic Dislocation and

Worker Adjustment Assistance (EDWAA) Act. Under EDWAA, states are required to pass through funds

to SDAs (or other local entities), and to place emphasis on training rather than job search assistance.

4. Title IV:national Proaremi

JTPA also includes several national programs for specific target groups, the Job Corps, and pilot

and demonstration programs. The major national programs are described briefly below.

nagiumerdwrizom The Native American programs provide support for

employment and training programs for Indians and other indigenous groups.
Grants are made to tribal organizations or other organizations representing

Native Americans.

Migrant and Seitionat FarrkWorker Programs. These programs are intended to

assist migrant and seasonal farmworkers obtain year-round employment in

agricultural or nonagricultural jobs. ActMtles include training, job search

assistance, and counseling.

3 SDAs may also serve youth ages 14 and 15 If appropriate° and if provision for serving such youth is

made in the SDA's job training plan.
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lekrams. The Job Corps is a residential program for economically
disadvantaged youth. The program provides basic skills training, occupational
training, and community services. Although the Job Corps is primarily a
residential program, provision is also made for some nonresidential participants.

Pilots led Demonstrations. JTPA authorizes the Secretary of Labor to conduct
pilot projects and demonstrations. These projects often are used to encourage
the provision of services to hard-to-serve groups and to test innovative
approaches to training.

B. Coordination Required Under JTPA

The term coordination refers to situations where two or more organizations work together,

through a formal or informal arrangement, to meet one or more of the following goals: (1) improve the

effectiveness of programs, (2) improve the cost effectiveness of programs, (3) avoid unnecessary

duplication of services, or (4) improve measured performance on outcomes of interest to the program

administrators.

Coordination has a number of dimensions, and the extent of coordination can vary along each of

these dimensions. For example, the simplest form of coordination is the sharing of information by two or

more programs. Other forms of coordination include joint planning, coordinated referrals, and

coordinated provision of services. The most complete form of coordination is program integration, where

two or more programs merge their funding and conduct outreach, assessment, service provision, and

placement together.

JTPA places a great deal of emphasis on coordination. There are over a dozen references in the

statute that require coordination with other organizations. Although JTPA's predecessor, the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), also required coordination, the greater role of

states under JTPA and increased concern about avoiding unnecessary duplication between JTPA and

other programs serving the same target groups (such as AFDC and vocational education) have led to

more emphasis on coordination under JTPA. Some of the key statutory provisions regarding

coordination are:

agion 104(b1(7). This section requires each SDA to describe in its job training plan the
methods it intends to use to comply with the coordination criteria specified in the
governor's coordination and special services plan.

Sectien104(b)(8. When a labor market area contains more than one SDA, this section
requires the SDAs to explain in their job training plans how they plan to coordinate their
outreach, services, and placement strategies.
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Section 105(0)(11. This provision permits the governor to disapprove a SDA's job
training plan if the plan does not indicate how the SDA will comply with the coordination
criteria specified in the governors coordination and special services plan.

Section 121. Section 121 requires governors to prepare an annual coordination and
special services plan for submission to the Secretary of Labor. The plan is to establish
criteria for coordinating JTPA activities under Me II and Title ill with state and local
programs involved In education and training (including vocational education), public
assistance, vocational rehabilitation, economic development agencies, the employment
service, and other state and local agencies providing related human resource services.
Activities that the governor may provide include: (1) information to SDAL (2) special
employment and training model programs, (3) programs and services for offenders, (4)
special funding and programs for rural areas, (5) training in the areas of energy
conservation and efficient use of energy, (6) dislocated worker programs, (7) industry-
wide training, (8) information on the labor market and the economy to SDAs, and (9)
statewide programs which provide for Joint funding of JTPA and other programs.

Section 122. This section establishes the State Job Training Coordinating Council
(SJTCC). The SJTCC is charged with assisting the governor ill developing,
implementing, and assessing the ccordination and special services plan. Duties of the
SJTCC include reviewing the state's vocational education plan, developing linkages with
other programs, and coordinating activities with PICs.

Section 12. Section 123 establishes the eight-percent Title Ii-A setaside for education
grants and coordination. The section requires that at least 80 percent of the funds be
used to establish cooperative agreements with state and local education agencies. Up
to 20 percent of the eight-percent funds can be used to promote coordination of
education and training services.

$ection 204(24 This section permits SDAs to coordinate activities with other federal

programs.

In addition, the Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act includes various references to coordination

with the JTPA program. According to Lewis':

The Perkins Act contains 22 specific references to JTPA. Most of these are designed to
Increase communication and joint planning. For example, one member of the state council on
vocational education shall also be a private sector member of the state Job training coordinating
council, and *due consideration' shall be given to appointment of individuals who serve on a
private industry council under JTPA (Sec. 112 [14).

The state plan for vocational education must describe the methods proposed for Joint
planning and coordination with programs conducted under JTPA (Sec. 113 [b][10]) and be
furnished to the state lob training coordinating council for review and comment at least 60 days
prier to the submission to the Secretary of Education (Sec. 114 (a)(11). At the local level,
applications submitted by educational agencies for Perkins funds must likewise describe
coordination with relevant JTPA programs and be available for review and comment by the
appropriate administrative entity of the service delivery area (Section 115 ial[b)).

"Morgan Lewis, et.al., 'Vocational Education-JrPA Coordination: First Annual Report's Ohio State
University National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1987.
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Finally, many of the amendments to the Wagner-Peyser Act contained In the JTPA legislation

were designed to promote coordination between the public employment service and SDAs. The

amendments include:

A provision for state funding of the employment service on the same cycle as the job
training programs authorized by JTPA.

A requirement that state employment service actMtles at the local level be planned jointly
with the job training delivery system established by JTPA. Under the new law, certain
components of the local employment service plan must be formulated jointly with
appropriate private industry councils and chief elected officials within each of the service
delivery areas established under JTPA.

A requirement that local employment service plans be reviewed and cerilfied by the State
Job Training Coordinating Council.

A provision for the Governor to review the state employment serViCe plan and propose
modifications to it. This provision emphasizes the transfer of program management from
the federal government to the states.

A requirement that 10 percent of a state's Wagner-Peyser allotment be reserved for
discretionary use by the Governor. Under Section 7(b) of the Title V amendments. 10
percent of each state's Wagner-Peyser base grant allocation is to be reserved for use by
the Governor to provide any of the following: performance Incentives consistent with the
Secretary of Labor's performance standards, services to groups with special needs,
[and) the extra costs of exemplary models for delivering labor exchange sentices...With
respect to earmarking funds for use in providing ''services to groups with special needs."
the law specifies that such services be carried out pursuant to joint agreements with
appropriate private industry councils, chief elected officials, other public agencies, and
private nonprofit organizations.

C. Agencies that Can Coordinate with JTPA

For coordination to occur, there must be at least one other agency or program willing to

coordinate. Some agencies are required to coordinate certain activities with JTPA, while others do so on

a voluntary basis. In this section, we discuss some of the more likely candidates for coordination with

JTPA.

The employment service, authorized by the Wagner-Peyser Act, provides assistance to

members of the labor force in need of jobs. The program is operated through state agencies, and is

sometimes called thE °Job Service." The employment service most commonly serves as an intermediary,

obtaining job listings from employers and referring suitable applicants. Many states also use the

employment service to provide counseling, and aptitude and skill testing. Another important function of

the employmant service is developing and disseminating labor market information. State employment
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services have traditionally had a range of linkages with federally-sponsored employment and training

programs.

Welfare programs, particularly the Aid to Fames with Dependent Children (AFDC) program,

also have a tradition of coordinating with employment and training programs. Section 203(b)(3) of JTPA

requires SDAs to serve AFDC participants on `an equitable basis, taking into account their proportion of

ore+nomically disadvantaged persons 16 years of age or older.' in addition, the Family Support Act (FSA)

of 1988 requires states to replace the Work incentive Program (WIN) with a Job Opportunities and Basic

Skills (JOBS) program by October 1990. This legislative initiative should further strengthen the links

between employment and training and welfare programs. FM promotes self-sufficiency through (1)

emphasizing basic education and training to prepare for employment, (2) extending benefits such as

child care and health coverage during the transition from public assistance to self-v-liciency, (3)

providing reimbursement for job-related exper s such as transportation, and (4) promoting family

responsibilities through stronger child support enforcement regulations.

Education programs, both academic and vocational, form another natural constituency for

linkages. Although provision of basic skills training has not been a widespread activity under JTPA, the

Department of Labor has made increased services to individuals lacking basic skills a high priority. For

example, the Department of Labor has recently begun collecting data from SDAs on the reading level of

participants to see if adjustments to performance standards can be made for serving individuals lacking

basic skills. Also, under the Administration's proposed 1989 JTPA amendments, educationally-deficient

indivitsuals (i.e., those lacking in basic skills) would be a primary target group for JTPA.

Collaboration between public vocational education institutions and SDAs is also quite extensive.

For example. Lewis5 reports that almost all (97 percent) of SDAs in the country engaged in some type of

collaborative effort with vocational education institutions in 1987. Vocational education provides

classroom training that is often indistinguishable from the classroom training provided by JTPA.

While the programs listed above are likely to have the most coordination with JTPA, examples of

other linkages can be found. The Trade Adjustment Assistance (IAA) program provides training and

cash assistance to dislocated workers whose job loss was trade related. Economic development is a

5Morgan Lewis, et.al., °Vocational Education-JTPA Coordination: First Annual Report° Ohio State
University National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1988.
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high priority in many states, and coordination with state Title ill programs or Title II-A programs

sometimes occurs. Vocational rehabilitation programs provide training and other services for

individuals with handicaps, making coordination with JTPA programs possible. Justice agencies are

interested In programs that provide employment and training for ex-offenders: there are some instamles

of coordination between justice agencies and JTPA, such as the Cities in Schools demonstration.

Finally, it is also possible for JTPA programs to be linked with other JTPA programs. Examples

of coordination between JTPA programs occur with the Title IV national programs (e.g., the Job Corps,

Migrant and Seasonal Farm Workers Programs. Native American Programs) and the Title ii-A program,

as both programs overlap in their coverage of labor market areas.

D. Study Objectives, Scope and Methodology

1. ttudy Objectives and Scope

The purpose of this study, as stated in the Department of Labor's Request for Proposals, Is to

"review a wide range of ongoing program and demonstration project experiences since the inception of

the Job Training Partnership Act in 1982 to identify issues, directions, and exemplary approaches" It is

intended to provide °practical guidance for policy makers and program operations concerned with

improving effectiveness of human seMce programs through the enhanced coordination of their delivery

system.* The focus of this assessment is on the role of program coordination in enhancing JTPA

program effectiveness and efficiency. This study, which draws upon the practical experience of the many

public and private agencies involved in JTPA program coordination efforts, is intended to address the

following study objectives:

Objective 1: Describe specific examples of coordination between JTPA and other
programs and identify major strategies and characteristics of coordination.

Objective 2: Identify and assess the relative advantages of coordination and the
strategies that are effective for supporting overall policy initiatives related to coordination,

Objective 3: Identify and assess relative disadvantages of coordination.

Objective 4: Identify factors that are effectiVe In promoting and enhancing JTPA
coordination with other human servico and economic deveiopment programs.

Objective 5: Identify and assess legal, administrative, and other barriers which prevent
better coordination and linkage between JTPA and other human service and economic
development programs;
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Object he 6: Propose specific actions that might be taken at the federal, state, and local
levels to faciltate better integration or programs/senrices:

(a) under current legislation;

(b) requiring changes In current legislation, regulations, or administrative procedure,
or approaches to technical assistance; and

(c) involving further testing of approaches to coordinalkm by means of new
experimental or demonstration projects.

In addition, by examining the practical experiences of a wide range of agencies involved In

coordination projects we have sought to identify and describe specific examples of coordination between

JTPA and other programs. This focus on examples of coordination that have been successfully

implerneried is Intended to provide administrators of employment and training programs (and other

human serViceS programs) - at the state end local levels - with illustrations of the ways in which

program coordination may be relevant to the programs that they operate.

2. Data Collection Methodology'

The methodology of this study focused on collecting data on the actual experiences of agencies

involved in coordination projects. The study began with a review of existing literature on JTPA

coordination. This review involved synthesis of the findings from over 100 articles and reports on JTPA

coordination. This review assessed findings on the (1) extent and current status of coordination, (2)

factors that promote coordination, (3) barriers to coordination, and (4) effective strategies and exemplary

approaches to coordination. it also discussed the implications of recent findings on coordination for

enhancing coordination of JTPA with other programs.'

Overall, the literature contains widely divergent conclusione about the current status of

coordination. In part, this is a reflection of the fact that different studies were conducted at different times

and focused on different SOM. It is also a reflection of the fact that there are widespread differences in

what is meant by coordination anti how it can be measured. overall conclusion that emerges is that

'For a more detailed explanation of the data collection methods employed in this study, particularly the

criteria used to select sites and the protocols for Interviews, see: John Trutko, Burt Bamow, and Larry Bettis,

'An Amassment of the JTPA Role in State and Local Coordination Activities: Project Workplan; James Bell

Associates, Inc., October 31, 1988.

?See: Larry Dallis, 'An Assessment of the JTPA Role in State and Local Coordination Activities: Report

on the Literature Review,' James Bell Associates, Inc., November 30, 1988.
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states and SDAs have engaged hi many activities to improve coordination since the passage of JTPA, but

tangible progress in coordination programs has been uneven, often relatively modest.

The literature review indicated that data on coordination was either insufficient or too

Inconclusive to effectively address the major study objectives. The literature review also suggested that

data collection activities should focus on the practical experience of current coordination efforts. It was

determined that the most effective method for generating the necessary breadth and depth of

understanding about coordination was to conduct a combination of telephone and on-site case studies.

As a result, the plan for data collecting included telephone interviews with a total of 60 coordination

projects and on-site case studies with a subset of nine of these projects.

To generate a list of candidates for telephone and on-site visits, a request was made to the

Department of Labor's 10 regional offices to provide recommendations of 15-20 possible coordination

sites for study. The regional offices responded by nominating a total of 252 coordination projects '.om

across the United States.

Through our review of the literature and discussions with experts, we identified several

dimensions to categorize JTPA coordination projects, Including (1) type of JTPA program, (2) type of

other program coordinated with, (3) target group, (4) type and extent of coordination, (5) perceived

success of the coordination, and (6) geographic area.

In Wecting projects for the 60 telephone interviews, a matrix was developed with each of these

dimensions. Projects were analyzed (from the brief reports submitted by the regions) across these

dimensions. An attempt was made to indude a diverse sample that covered ail the major .ITPA and

other human seMce programs, a variety of target groups, and a range of coordination intensity. We

tended to oversampie projects that appeared more intensive and more successful. Although more rural

programs Mr n urban programs were nominated, we selected a higher proportion of urban sites for the

telephone sample because a higher proportion of ,ITPA eligibles and participants are located in urban

sites. Table 1-1 lists the 60 projects that were selected for telephone interviews.

In selecting nine projects for on-site study from the 60 telephone interviews, we wanted to assure

significant variation among projects selected. We were particularly concerned with the following

dimensions:



TABLE 1-1: Coordination Projects Selected for Telephone Interviews

STATE POWEPT TITLE

AL

AR

AZ

AZ

AZ

CA

CA

CA

CA

CO*

CO

CT

CT

CT*

DE

IA

IL/MS

KS

KY

KY

KY

LA

MD

ME

RE

MI

MI

MN

NS

MS

NC

ND

NE

AN*

NJ*

NJ

NJ

NJ

NV

"Ac

Project Genesis
New Futures

Arizona Community Service Integration Project

Arizona WJrksl

YevapAi County Food Stamp Work Search Program

Bridge Project
Nigh-Risk Youth (California)

Napa County Employment Training Program
foie County Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN)
Larimer County Employment and Training Serv:ces

Weld County JTPA - Welfare Coordination

Bridgeport Jobs
Dislocated Worker/Carpenter Technology Corporat;on

The Job Connection
Homeless Job Training Demonstration Project (NJTDP)

Manufacturing Automation Technology

Coordination Between Regions

Project Employment
Financial Agreement getween DES end DOL
Interdepartmental Coordination of State Agencies

Job Link Centers
Evangeline Economic and Planning District Procurement
Occupational Training Center - Statewide

Additional Support for People in Retraining and Education

Maine Family Service Integration Demonstration Project

Learning Centers

PIC Hard to Serve Initiative ("i;loject Walnut")

Center for Youth Employeent and Training (CYET)

Rolla Single Parent/Disp(aced Homemaker Regional Center

Total Vocational Involvement (TVI)

JTPA/Vocsitionat Rehabil.itation Prooram

Job Service/JTPA Statewide Integration of Services

Job Program

Project Power
Emplwment, Training & Welfare Initiative (*Under One Roof")

10,000 Graduates ... 10,000 Jobs

Elizabeth Development Company
Middlesex County Reach Program
New Jersey Youth Corps of Camden County

Community Work Experience Project (CWEP)

Integrated Services Project
Integrated Services Project (SIPP - Oklahoma)

MINZIELNGICY

Montgomery Area Skills Center
City of Little Rock and State Employment Security Division

Arizona Department of Economic Security

Arizona Department of Economic Security

favapai County SOA

Santa Clara/NOVA Consortium

San Bernardino SDA

Napa County SOA
foto County SDA
Larimer County SDA and Job Service

Weld County Human Resources nepartment

PIC of Southern Connecticut, Inc.
State JTPA AdMinistration, Connecticut Department of Labor

Connecticut Department of Income Maintenance
Division of Employment and Training, Delaware Dept. of Labor

Kirkwood Community College
Two Rivers end Nark Twain Regional Council of Governments

Kansas Department of &Amen Resources

Kentucky Department of Employment Services

Kentucky Deportment of Employment Services

City of Louisville and Jefferson County SDA
Evangeline Economic and Planning District

Baltimore County Office of Employment and Training

Maine Department of Labor

Maine Depmrtments of Human Services & Labor
Northwest Michigan PIC, Inc.

Rerrien/Cass/Van Buries. PIC

City of St. Paul SDA

Central Ozarks Private industry Council
SDA 7, Priv-1.e Industry Council

Vocational Rehab. & the Nat'l Asscc of Retarded Citizens

North Dakota Job Service

Nebraska Deportment of Aging

Nebraska Department of Aging

New Nampthire Department of Employment and Security

New Jerscy Department of Labor

Union County SOA
Middlesex County Employment & Training Department

Camden County Employment and Training Center CCCETC)

Northern Nevada SDA (JOIN)
North Central, Southwest, Southern and East Central SOAs

Oklahoma Deportment of Nunn tervices
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EAR PROJECT TITLE

OK

OK

PA*

so
SC*

TX*

TX

TX

UT

UT*

VT

WA

WA

WI*

wv

WV

WV

WY

Integration Intake and Assessment Center (IIAC)

Job Corp II

TAA/JTPA Linkage, One Stop Shop, SPOC, and Job Centers

Single State SOA Integration with Job Service

South Carotins Human Services Integration Project

Independence 363 Program

Reoional Planning Project - San Antonio

Regional Planning Project - Upper Rio Grande

Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) Progrme

Utah Custom Training for Economic Growth (UCTEG)

Reach-Up Program

Basic Skills/Work Place Literacy Ramediation Program

Joint Ramediation Project

SW Wisconsin Job Center
Dropout Prevention Program

Industrial Development Training Program
Work and Training Program

Casey's Chuckwagon

* Denotes that project was a case study site.

SPONSORING AGENCY

City of Tulsa (Tulsa SDA)

Job Corp, Department of Human Services and Employment Service
Allegheny County Depirtment of Federal Programs

Statewide JTPA and Local Emplomeent Service Offices

State Reorganization Commission
Houston Job Training Partnership Council

Times Department of Commerce, Work Force Development Division

Texas Department of Commerce, Work Force Development Division

Utah Office of Job Training & Economic Development

Utah Office of Job Training & Economic Development

Vermont Deportment of Employment and Training

Eastern Washington State SDA 3

Northwest Washington State SDA 10

Southwest Wisconsin PIC
West Virginia Bureau of Vocational Education and 48-County PIC

Employment and Training Division, Governor's Office

West Virginia Department of Health & Human Services

S.W. Wyoming Rehobilitation Center



Type of Proaram. We wanted the sites selected to illustrate coordination arrangements
in a variety of programs. Based on findings from our telephone Interviews and our
discussions with DOL staff, we decided that it was Important to include the following
types of programs:

Welfare (2 sites - one statewide and one local initiative)

employment service (3 sites - one statewide and two local initiatives)

Vocational Education (1 site)

Education (1 site)

TAAJEDWAA (1 site)

Service Integration Pilot Project° (1 site)

Ngsliel ardzatioan. we wanted a diversity of models of coordination. We were
particularly interested In including examples of 'bottom-up° (i.e., local initiatives) and
Ntop-down" (i.e., statewide initiatives) coordination.

hgenajtufmggfinagn. Coordination can range from simply sharing information to
complete integration of programs. We sought projects that extVbited higher levels of
coordination and generally Involved a larger number of agencies.

Success of coordination. Most projects that were nominated by the regions and
included in our telephone interviews were judged to be successful. Because of the
limited number of sites that we could include in our case studies (and the fact that few of
the nominated sites were "unsuccessfur), we selected sites that were generally regarded

as °successful. However, this does not mean that all aspects of the coordination have
been successful or that the site has taken full advantage of coordination.

Geographical consicleratVs. Projects can be classified by the extent to which they are
urban, suburban, or rural and by region of the country. Because of the large proportion
of JTPA funds that go to urban areas, we tried to include a greater proportion of urban
areas. This was somewhat problematic because coordination projects (or at least the

252 sites nominated by the regions) were primarily In rural areas. To the extent possible,
we also sought to have geographical balance (i.e., by region of the country), but this was
a lower priority than the other factors discussed above.

Target group. Some coordination effols focus on particular target groups. Exampitsu of
target groups of Interest include youth, high school dropouts, dislocated workers, welfare
recipients, the handicapped. offenders, displaced homemakers, and older workers.
Some projects are likely to focus on very specific target groups, e.g., youth offenders,
while others may focus on broader groups such as economically disadvantaged adults.
We sought representation of a wide variety of target groups.

Chapter 2 provides a brief description of the nine sites selected for in-depth case studies. The second

volume of this report includes detailed summaries of each of the nine case study sites.

eln 1984, Section 1136 of the Social Security Act authorized 'pilot projects` to demonstrate the use of

integrated service delivery systems for human services programs. This resulted in the Office of Human

Development Services funding five states (Arizona, Florida. Maine, Oklahoma. and South Carolina) to plan

and implement a variety of activities over a three year period.
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3. Itatchmailitaissal
This report contains six remaining chapters, which are organized around the six major study

objectives.

Objective 1. Chapter 2 provides a description of the characteristics of coordination. it begins

with brief descriptions of nine efforts to promote coordination (I.e., the case studies that were conducted

during this study). These nine case studies are then used to illustrate major models of coordination --

lop-down' and 'bottom-up coordination' - and a variety of types and activities associated with

coordination.

Objective a. Chapter 3 discusses the benefits that effective forms of program coordination can

provide. It examines both advantages for the client, such as simplified referral and access to a wider

range of services, and for the agency, such as increased operational efficiency and greater flexibility in

using program funds to meet client needs.

Objectjye 4. Chapter 4 examines the disadvantages of coordination. The majority of staff

interviewed reported few or no disadvantages of coordination. When disadvantages were mentioned,

most applied to agencies rather than participants, and concerned the extra effort in time and resources

required to make coordination work.

Oblective 4. Chapter 5 discusses factors that promote coordination at the state and local level.

It focuses on those factors that are useful both in initiating and maintaining coordination. Across the

coordination projects analyzed for this study, many of the same factors were in evidence and played

important roles in promoting coordination. Many of the factors worked in tandem with one another to

promote coordination. Some factors - such as high-level political suppoit - were more important than

others. None of the factors Miff) identified as essential, but most were important to successful

coordination efforts.

Objective 5. Chapter 6 discusses bafflers to coordination. Most of the coordination efforts

reviewed encountered some barriers to their coordination efforts. These barriers involved legal

requirements that impeded coordination, administrative arrangements and program orientations, and

other factors, such as "turf and 'personality° issues.
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Oblective 4. The final chapter provides recommendations based on lur research that can be

undertaken at the federal. state, and local levels of government to overcome barriers and further promote

coordination between JTPA and other programs. We present steps that could be taken under current

law, as well as those that would require changes in current legislation or regulations.
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CHAPTER 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF COORDINATION

A wide range of actMtles fall under the rubric of coordination. This chapter begins with brief

descriptions of nine efforts to promote coordination and then uses these examples to Illustrate several

typologies of coordination that we have found usefti In conducting the study.9 These typologies

distinguish between:

"top-down" versus bottom-upw coordination;

actMtles that directly affect the delivery of services to clients versus those that are
designed to facilitate improved service delivery by altering agency operations;

broad-scope and narrow-scope coordination, In terms of the number of independent
agencies that are participating; and

degree of integration, i.e., comparing efforts in which agency budgets and lines of
authority remain largely unchanged versus instances In which funding and staff
responsibility are shared or pooled.

A. Overview of Nine Examples of Coordination

The majority of the examples and illustrations In this report are based upon in-person site visits to

nine areas where promising efforts to promote coordination had been implemerted. The case studies

were selected to provide a wide variety of types of coordination, types of agencies which are

coordinating, and settings In which coordination could take place." Brief descriptions of each of these

efforts are presented below; the ftill case studies are Included in a second volume of this report.

1. The Aljeghogy Qounty Service Delivery Ares

Allegheny County, Pennsylvania encompasses the city of Pittsburgh and over 100 suburbs and

Independent cities. The county is served by two .ITPA service delkery areas, one for Pittsburgh and one

91n some instances, we also make reference to Information from the literature review and the 60 sites
in the telephone survey.

"As was noted In Chapter 1, the nine case studies sites were chosen from among more than sixty
projects that were included in a telephone survey conducted for this study, which In turn were selected from
252 sites that were nominated as `exemplary by staff of the ten regional offices of the United States
Department of Labor. Whle efforts were made to give priority to sites that were successful, a number of
projects that were only moderately successfti were included In the case idy sample because they can also
be useful in providing lessons about coordination.
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for the balance of the county. Our ease is restricted to the Allegheny County SDA and does not cover

the Pittsburgh SDA. Three major coordination initiatives are studied:

The Oae Stop Shop Is an SDA-Initiated effort to provide as many services as possible for
Title lll and Title II-A participants in a single location. in addition to JTPA staff, the One
Stop Shop includes Department of Mental Health/Mental Retardation, Job Service, and
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation staff. Some basic skills training takes place at
the One Stop Shop, but most training is provided at community colleges and other
service providers.

The Single Point of Contact (SPOCI Proaracn is a state welfare reform initiative, for which
Allegheny County served as one of the pilot projects. This program serves a differunt
target group than the One Stop Shop welfare rec4oi4mts. Under SPOC, the SDA
under contract to the welfare department to provide employment and training servk as to
welfare recipients. The Allegheny County SPOC Is staffed by JTPA, the welfare
department, the Job Service, the Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, and mental
health/mental retardation staff. The SPOC program is under the direction of the SDA
operations manager, who also runs the One Stop Shop. The same vendors who serve
the One Stop Shop provide training, and participants needing only job search assistance
recetve those services at the One Stop Shop.

imzgatmunisitati involve informal cooperation between the SDA. which has
administered the JTPA Title III program in the county for several years, and the Job
Service, which administers the Trade Adjustment Assistance program in Pennsylvania.
TM participants who have not developed their own training plans (about 75 percent) are
referred to the One Stop Shop for assessment and training. Most of the TM recipients
are enrolled in Title Hi for training.

The Job Service in Allegheny County also encourages other human service programs to out-station staff

in their Job Centers where interested parties can meet with representatives of these agencies and

arrange further services. The SDA out-stations a staff member at the Job Center.

The Allegheny County SDA has strong linkages with other human service programs in the area.

The coordination simplifies the process for both employers and clients. Interestingly, the SDA's

coordination activities include both lop-down° coordination (the SPOC program and Job Centers) and

°bottom-up'. coordination (the One Stop Shop and EDWM-TAA linkage).

2. The ,ccinnectIcut Job Connectloq

The Job Connection is a statewide welfare-to-work initiative that was initiated in October 1985 as

the Connecticut WIN Demonstration program. The program was transferred to the new welfare reform

JOBS program on July 1, 1989, without any fundamental program changes.

Two Connecticut agencies currently play a central role in administering the Job Connection:

The Department of income Maintenance (DIM) which is responsible for the administration
of the AFDC, Food Stamp, Medicaid, and General Assistance programs in the state; and
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The Connecticut Department of Labor which is responsible for the state's Job Service
and JTPA systems, as well as many other employment and training programs.

Until a few months ago, the Connecticut Department of Human Resources (DHR) was responsible for the

case management functions in the Job Connection, but this responsibility (and the staff who carry It out)

have been transferred to the Department of income Maintenance as part of the planning for the

implementation of the federal JOBS legislation. DHR is still responsible for the provision of supportive

services for welfare recipients.

In its current configuration, the welfare agency (the Department of Income Maintenance) is

re ,,:onsible for registration of clients, assessment of client needs, case management, and post-placement

follow-up. It shares responsibility for orientation with out-stationed personnel from other agencies such

as Job Service. Specific referral patterns vary from one part of the state to another, but in general

referrals are made to JTPA Job Service, community colleges, public and non-profit human service

agencies, community-based organizations, and a number of for-profit agencies for education,

employment, training, placement, and supportive services.

While the Department of income Maintenance staff currently plays the key role in implementing

the program, service delivery to clients depends upon the development of smooth links between this

department and the other agencies that can supply education, training, and supportive services. In

particular, case management is at the heart of the Job Connection, and the case manager can not do his

or her job well without linking clients with services offered by Connecticut Department of Labor and other

state and local agency programs, as well as a number of welfare-to-work projects that have been directly

funded by the Job Connection.

State officials in Department of Income Maintenance and the Department of Labor are, in general,

pleased with the way that the Job Connection has been evolving, but they are all aware of shortfalls and

are still working to improve the model and system performance. For example, the State Employment

and Training Commission is currently examining a variety of ways to enhance coordination between the

JTPA system and state agencies, and exploring ways to support coordinated employment and training

planning at the local level.
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3. The Houston Pro leij (ndepeivjefice 305

The Houston Project independence 365 is a locally-initiated welfare employment initiative joindy-

operated by the city's SDA, the state Job Service, and state welfare agency, with the participation of a

local community college. Staff from the first three agencies are co-located in a single office complex,

where community college instructors also provide on-site instruction on a variety of topics.

The project, initiated in November 1988, Is considered experimental in nature. The program

serves *motivated° welfare mothers who are not considered job ready but do have some education and

experience to build upon. The program model incorporates three phases: a two-week orientation and

pre-employment training phase in which training is provided by JTPA and welfare agency staff, and

testing provided by the Job Service; followed by a joint assessment and development of an individualized

program; followed by a two-week job search and job finding skills seminar run by the Job Service and

incorporating referrals to edwation or training programs. The final phase consists of post-placement

follow-up and monitoring conducted by the welfare agency.

Key aspects of the coordination among the agencies involved in this project include the

following:

Intake is conducted jointly by Texas Department of Human Services (TDHS) and the
Houston Job Training and Partnership Council (HJTPC).

The curriculum reflects the priorities and offerings of both TDHS and HJTPC.
Trainers from each agency conduct sessions using the other's curriculum.

Staff from four agencies are co-located.

Individual employability development plans are developed in staffing meetings in
which three agencies - TDHS, HJTPC, and the Texas Employment Commission
(TEC) are represented.

Operational staff from three agencies conduct detailed program planning and
development

TDHS case managers (and soon, an income assistance technician) are on site to
assist participants if they have housing, child care, health, transportation, or
other problems that impede their participation in the employment development
program or training.

A joint case record is being developed, with each agency having responsibility
for certain aspects.

A common management information system has been developed.

While funds are not pooled, HJTPC and TDHS have shown flexibility in picking
up costs the other cannot pay for.
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There is a consensus among both state and local officials that this coordination effort has been

puce,. asful and resulted in positive outcomes for both the agencies and clients. Coordination among the

agencies results In a more complete assessment of client need, provision of a wider range of services

targeted on client need, and better follow-up of client progress.

4. Lifter County's Employment and Treinfna Gervices

The Lorimer County SDA is located about fifty miles north of Denver, Colorado. Larimer County's

Employment and Training Services agency is jointly operated by the SDA and the local Job Service

office. The two agencies are co-located and provide comprehensive employment and training services to

residents of Larimer County. The linkage between the JTPA program and the Job Service is the most

developed of the coordination efforts, but there has been a concerted effort to coordinate JTPA/Job

Service with the Vocational Rehabilitation agency (which was co-located with the SDA and Job Service

until a month ago). In addition, a total of 15 agencies and community organizations are participating in a

county-wide Job Developers' Network. Finally, there are important linkages between the JTPA/Job

Service programs and the local education authorities and the social services agency.

The heart of the coordination in Lorimer County is the co-location and coordination of the JTPA

and Job Service program. The coordination between these two agencies began in the early 1980s.

Although the two agencies remain distinct and retain their separate lines of authority, the operational staff

of the two agencies work closely together (on the same floor) and have many of their operations

Integrated. It is an attempt to provide 'seamless' delivery of employment and training services so the

client is basically unaware of whether he/she is dealing with county (JTPA) or state (Job Service) agency

personnel.

The Latimer County Job Developers' Network was created in 1982 to coordinate job

development and placement activities, thereby creating a `one stop shop° for area employers. The Job

Service acts as a central clearinghouse for the Network, receiving job orders directly from employers and

indirectly through the ether members of the Network that choose to share particular job orders. Each

employer contacting a member of the Network is given the choice of keeping the order with that agency

or having k shared with the entire Network: each employer is contacted by only one member of the

network who serves as the employers 'account executive.* Each member of the Network obtains the
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Job Service fob orders either through microfiche or through direct computer access. Arangements have

been worked out so that the Network member taking the initial job order and the member who makes the

placemem bgtb get credit for their efforts.

There is a consensus among state and local officials that this coordination effort has been

benaficial for the participating agencies (particularly the SDA and Job Service) and the clients served by

these agencies. The coordination has enabled agencies to share resources, increase efficiency of

service delivery (by eliminating duplicative services across agencies) and expand service offerings. For

clients, coordination has helped to reduce barriers to accessing services and expanded the types of

services and jobs available.

5. Pew Jersey's 101999 9radvates...18.0Q0 Jobs Progtam

The 10,000 Graduates...10,000 Jobs Program (also called the 10K Program) is designed to

motivate urban students. especially *disadvantaged, high risk" students, to graduate from school and gain

a full-time job with career potential. The program is jointly-operated and funded by the Division of

Employment and Training of the New Jersey Department of Labor and the Division of Vocational

Education of the New Jersey Department of Education. The program features coordination at the local

level between the SDA and the local education agency in selected schod districts that have been

identified as serving disadvantaged students. A total of 20 school districts, with 30 high schools, have

agreed to participate in the program during the current program year. These school districts are located

in 12 of New Jersey's 17 SDAs. A JTPA-funded private sector coordinator in each SDA serves as a

liaison with high schools that have been designated as participating. Each participating high school

furnishes a full-time counselor who works closely (along with the private sector coordinator) to provide

students with the skills and assistance that is needed to secure long-term ecareer) jobs.

The overall goal of the program, which began as a pilot project in five high schools in 1987, is to

place 10,000 urban high school graduates in full-time jobs by the end of 1992. The participating school

districts have considerable discretion in structuring activities for the 10K students. Under the program,

students must recetve a minimum of 40 hours of employability skills training in the 11th and/or 12th

grades. Students must successfully demonstrate employability competencies before graduation to be
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eligible for placement in a full-time job. Pre-vocational skills training can be initiated as early as the

seventh or eighth grade and continued until graduation.

The private sector plays an important role in the program. A private sector coordinator, a staff

member of the private industry council (PIC) within each designated SDA, is responsible for woridng with

business and industry to collectively locate full-time jobs and then coordinate the matching of these jobs

with qualified graduates of the program. Based on their sidis, students are placed in intry-level, career-

ladder positions.

Although the 10K Program Is somewhat behind its timetable for placing 10,000 graduates in jobs,

It has been successful in developing closer ties between local education authorities and the SDAs. This

program has established an organizational structure that brings employment and training services directly

to students within the school& it also has strengthened the link between the schools and the local

employment and training agencies.

Despite the prograrws apparent succesn, several problems loom in the future. One is whether

tue school districts will be willing to fund the program as they gradually take over greater responsibility

for funding. Second, if the program expands to additional schools within a locality, the private sector

coordinator may become overwhelmed by serving several high schools at once. Third, there has been a

problem with recruiting some high schools into the program. Some schools already have other initiatives

that are directed at disadvantaged students and are unwilling to administer yet another program.

a. IL 1 11 't 1. 't 1.* lit .1 _Lb

Rosa
The New Hampshire Employment Training and Welfare (ETW) initiative, sometimes referred to as

'Under One Rod, grew out of a July 1987 decision y the governor to promote closer coordination

among the state agencies that sente welfare recipients. Three agencies have central roles:

The Department of Health and Human Services which runs the AFDC. Food Stamp, and
Medicaid programs, along wan a number of other programs In the fields of Nialth
(including maternal and child health and Women, Infants and Children [WiCj program),
mental health, youth and adult services (including day care);

The State Job Training Council, the administrative entity for the statewide SDA; and

The Department of Economic Security rmponsible for the Job Service as well as be
Unemployment :r.aurance program.
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Two parts of the Department of Education haw Aso played krportant roles: the Division of Vocational

RehabMtation and the Division of Adult Education.

This Initiative incorporates a number of efforts to promote closer coordination among the

statewide SDA and the other agencies that provide education, employment and training in the state.

These include:

a common orientation with a packet containing jointly-prepared information from five
agencies (welfare, JTPA, Job Service, vocational rehabilitation, and adult education);

an upgraded referral and feedback system consisting of two new forms common to WI

participating agencies;

an interagency referral matrbc (or grid" to clarify which clients should be referred to
which agencies; and

efforts to promote co-location or at least 'proximity of local offices of the participating
agencies

Efforts are also under way to build upon this foundation by developing a common format for

employablity development plans across agencies.

This initiative Is universally seen Ps effective by state officials. While many of them felt that they

had already achieved significant progress in coordination before the initiao.e got under way, all feel that

clients are clearly better off, and it would not have been possible to implement the new JOBS legislation

as quickly and smoothly as was done without the mechanisms created by the initiative. The views of

local level officials are more mixed. Some indicated that co-location and new methods to promote

improved referrals were unnecessary. On the other hand, the Implementation team* approach is seen as

a relatively inexpensive way to promote understanding of each others' program and the development of

coordinated client service.

7. Slater/MO(1ns. South Caroline Service !Monition 1oildErsits1

in 1985. South Carolina received a federal grant for a four-year demonstration of services

integration. This was one of five Service Integration Not Projects (SIPP) authorized by federal legislation

to demonstrate how coordination among service programs could be Improved, fragmentation reduced,

and better data collected for assessment purposes. The State Reorganization Commission, which

administers the demonstration (termed Human Services Integration Project or HSIP), solicited proposals



from human service agencies throughout the state. The Slater/Marietta Human Service Corporation

applied for and received a grant.

This project focuses on integrated case management to assist clients with multiple problems.

Each participating agency is part of a network of interdependent community resources to assist each

client achieve self-sufficiency, making available to the client a broad range of services. Key features of

this initiative include co-location, cross-agency client tracking systems. and cross-training of staff.

Once initial funding was obtained, the Slater/Marietta Human Service Corporation established an

office in Slater. Nine local human service agencies expressed an interest in out-stationing staff at this

office, but only three actually did so at the time the project was implemented:

The Health Department offered immunizations, Women, Infants and Children
(WIC) nutrition program certifications, screening for chronic disease, nutrition
counseling, and WIC vouchers.

The Department of Social Services accepted AFDC and Food Stamp applications
and later expanded its services so that ail recertifications for AFDC and Food
Stamps were done in Slater.

The Salvation Army provided emergency assistance one day a week,

in 1988, the Greenville Department of Employment and Training (DET), which operates the JTPA

program In the Greenville SDA, agreed to out-station a counselor in Slater/Marletta one day a week to

offer the following services:

take applications for all JTPA programs;

screen eligible participants for support services;

refer clients to Slater/Marietta Human Services Corporation for case
management services as needed; and

work with local business executives to ascertain their interest in providing
training and job placement.

In return, the Slater/Marfetta Human Services Corporation agreed to publicize the availability of JTPA

services in the local community, make space and limited support services available to the JTPA

caseworker, and obtain Information at client Intake that JTPA needed to determine eligibility for services.

Although this coordination effort did result in some beneficial outcomes for clients, it encountered

many barriers and problems which resulted in the initiative falling far short of its goals. Currently, only

the Department of Social Services and the Health Department maintain workers at the Slater/Marietta

Human Senfices Corporation. In June 1989, the Department of Employment and Training removed the
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out-stationed JTPA staff member from the project. The department withdrew from this initiative because

(1) it found that the few employers In the area were Interested in using JTPA services, preferring to hire

through personal contacts or the word-of-mouth; (2) it could not adequately serve.the residents of the

northern part of the county; (3) out-stationed staff were unable to serve as many clients a day as they

could In the home office and lacked access to necessary resources (e.g., computer systems) located at

the home office; and (4) out-stationed staff could not offer the full range of services needed by clients.

B. The jouthwesi Wisconsin Job Centers

The Southwest Wisconsin Private industryCouncil operates Job Centers in a rural five-county

area. The Job Centers provide highly integrated employment and training services from the SDA and the

Job Setvice. The SDA and Job Service formed the Job Centers because budget cuts reduced the ability

of each agency to adequately serve its constituents, and the agencies believed that they could achieve

economies of scale by co-locating and offering services jointly. A Job Center is operated in each county

and in the local community college.

The Job Centers offer one-stop shopping to Title II-A participants, job service users, and welfare

recipients (In some counties). Each Job Center is headed by an employee of the SDA or the Job

Service, and staff are either employees or under contract to one of the participating agencies. In some

of the Job Centers, AFDC recipients are referred to the Job Center by the AFDC income maintenance

unit for employment and training services. One of the counties also has a representative of the Migrant

and Seasonal Farmworker (MSFWI program stationed at the Job Center to facilitate joint enrollment of

migrant workers in Title II-A and the MSFW program.

The Southwest Wisconsin Job Centers offer highly integrated services for both clients and

et. ployers. Clients are greeted by a receptionist and after assessment are referred to appropriate

services from the agencies staffing the Centers. Employers are served through an account

representative" system. Job developers from the participating agencies split up potential employers, and

each employer deals with a single Job Center representative rather than representatives from each

agency. The Job Centers have been highly successful for both clients and employers, and the State of

Wisconsin has provided support for expanding the concept in Southwest Wisconsin and other areas of

the state.
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9. The Utah Custom Trainina for Ecopomig Grpwtiltraitemittl

The Utah Custom Training for Economic Growth or °Custom Fit program is a statewide program

coordinating JTPA and vocational education through the use of JTPA eight-percent funds, Cad Perkins

vocational education funds, and state funds. When JTPA was started, all eight-percent funds were

allocated to Custom Fit, but beginning in July 1988, 73 percent of the eight-percent funds were allocated

to the SDAs. The purpose of the program is to provide custom training for new and expanding

employers in the state. Funding decisions are made by a committee chaired by state Office of

Vocational Education. The committee includes a JTPA representative and members representing higher

education, the Job Service, economic development, and large and small businesses. Until recently, the

state's SDAs also had a representative on the committee.

Employers seeidng Custom Fit training grants make presentations at committee meetings along

with representatives of the area vocational center or other institutions that will provide the training.

Training either takes place at the training institution or at the work place. Training per worker typically

costs between $OO and $500. and may either be classroom training or on-the-job training.

The Custom Fit program has not been an entirely successful coordination effort from the SDAs'

point of view. Initially, the SDAs believed they did not have sufficient Input in funding decisions made by

the committee on training taking place in their areas. In response to SDA concerns, most of the eight-

percent funds are now allocated by formula to the SDAs, and the SDAs develop there own plans to

coordinate with educational Institutions. In addition, the SDAs are ncw consulted on a regular basis

before requests are made to the Custom Fit Committee.

Strategies of Coordination

Coordination of service delivery generally takes place at the local level. However, the Initiative to

coordinate may either be locally-developed ('bottom-up' coordination) or may be Imposed by federal or

state officials ('top-down" coordination). The salient aspects of each model are outlined below.
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1. "Top-Down` Coa

Federal and state officials often promulgate °requirements" that local agencies coordinate in the

delivery of specific types of service, or offer advice or incentives to promote collaboration. Coordination

is often mandated in legislation; at other times, requirements are contained in administrative

communications ranging from personal initiatives of key officials to joint policy statements to agency

regulation&

For example, JTPA legislation and regulations have attempted to promote coordination between

&As and other agenutes by:

Increasing the role of the private industry council in local employment service planning;

'setting aside* a certain amount of funding that can only be spent on joint efforts
between SDAs and other agencies; and

requiring state and local JTPA agencies to file annual coordination plans that spell out

the steps that aro being taken to promote coordination.

A majority of the sites visited for case studies fit this lop-down' model. Five represent state

initiatives, some of which were reactions to federal legislation or the prospect of such legislation:

New Jersey's 10,000 Graduates...10,000 Jobs Program

New Hampshire's Employment, Training and Welfare initiative ('Under One Roof)

The Utah Custom Training for Economic Growth Program ('Custom Fr)

The Connecticut Job Connection

The Megheny County Single Point of Contact Program

A sbdh, the Slater/Marietta Service integration Pilot Project. was a direct response to a federal grant

announcement - although the decision of the Slater/Marietta region to participate was totally local, i.e.,

on the basis of a decision to respond to a state Request for Proposal (RFP).

As noted in our literature review and the examples cited in this repon, these lop-down° initiatives

to promote coordination are sometimes Influential in shaping the decisions made by county, municipal,

and other local program administrators. They tend to command attention - if not compliance -

throughout the covered jurisdictions. But frequently they do B2I lead to noticeable changes because

local level Cilia* resist (or simply ignore) the pressures to coordinate as they try to maintain status quo.

Thus, lop-down` efforts to promote coordination can be helpful in promoting coordination, but they do

not guarantee that anything will happen at any given site.
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2. :Elottom-Ur Coordination

In contrast to the above situations, efforts to promote coordination often arise from the initiative

of one or more local program administrators without any reference to particular federal or state initiatives

or requirements. The initial idea to coordinatu may come from the SDA staff and/or private industry

council members, or it may come from agencies that can or could work with JTPk Examples of this

type of program Initiative Include:

The Allegheny County One Stop Shop

Larimer County's Employment and Trairang &IMAM and Job Developers' Network

The Southwest Wisconsin PIC Job Centers

The Houston Project Independence 365

The presence of strong local advocates for coordination in situations like these can be a major

factor in initiating and maintaining a coordinated relationship. However, those at the federal or state level

cannot rely upon local initiatives such as these for efforts that they hope will be implemented throughout

their own jurisdictions, and they cannot expect °bottom-ups initiatives to show any consistent pattern or

model.

C. Varieties of Coordination

At least in theory, efforts to promote coordination can be divided into those that directly affect

services to clients and those that are intended to improve services to clients indirectly through changes

in agency operations.

1. Activities Dine* Affecting the De(iviry of Services jg

Coordination can affect aft steps in the client flow - from Intake to placement and follow-up.

Illustrations of several of the most prevalent types of coordination are provided below.

a. Joint intakejna EllaIbWti Petermination

Ordinarily, when clients go to two or more agencies, t ay have to complete two or more sets of

forms1 leading to extra burden on them and agency staff. Efforts to lighten these burdens often focus on

attempts to establish joint intake and eligibility determination, I.e., a common intake form and eligibility
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determination by one staff member that Is adequate for the purposes of two or more agencies.

Examples of efforts to move in this direction from our nine case study sites included:

in Houston's Project independence 365 welfare and JTPA staff jointly conduct Intake of

clients.

The BhistexcessinbLajnite_e2inutrAgamenximm has an orientation session in
which representatives of participating agencies provide an overview of services.

latimarzaintesinutummundinilainzimadas oondina joint Intake for iirPA and
Job Service clients.

New Hampshire's Under One Roo( initiative involves efforts to develop a common Intake

form for welfare, JTPA, and Job Service clients. However, these efforts have been

unsuccessful and project staff has moved on to other priorities .

in addition to this, several of the sites have adopted joint orientation approaches including:

The Connecticut Job Connection utilizes both welfare and out-stationed Job Service staff

to conduct orientation about the program for AFDC recipients.

The New Hampshire Under One Roof initiative uses a common orientation and

Information packet containing jointly-prepared Information from five local agencies (i.e.,

welfare. JTPA, Job Service, vocational rehabilitation, and adult education).

The Southwest Wispon§in PIC provides group orientation sessions at the Job Centers.

b. Joint Assessment

The term *assessment' means different things to staff in different agencies, and agency staff

generally differ in the kinds of information that they feel is necessary for assessment as well as the ways

that the information is used. However, In an effort to streamline Senke delivery for clients served by

more than one agency, coordinated agencies sometimes develop a single client assessment protocol

that can be used by all participating agencies. There are several examples of this approach in the case

study sites:

in Houatpn's Project Independence 365, JTPA, Job Service, and welfare staff jointly

assess welfare client's needs after a two-week initial life skills course.

New Hampshire's Under One Roof 'referral matrbe represents an effort to have staff from

partifipating agencies conduct assessments using commonly-agreed upon criteria.

c. Ciqe Monagement/Entgenced Referrals

During the 1980s, human service planners and administrators increasingly turned to itase

management' as a key to promoting coordination of services for clients. This approach has been

endorsed In Asaingssoat, the report of the JTPA Advisory Committee:

Integrated service planning and delivery by human resource agencies can be

greatly facilitated by the use of the case management appruach. Systematic testing on a
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pliot project basis of the use of case managers as individuals and kr teams should
be carried out within the JTPA program and as an approach to linldng services between
JTPA and other related programs In the community.

Although the uses of the term °case managemenr vary from program to program, it generally

encompasses the designation of a single agency staff member as the client's case manager, and gives

him or her the responsibility to develop a set of service goals and then to monitor service delivery to

make sure that the goals are attained. Thus, case management is a tool to insure that clients do not Ian

through the cracks,' particularly when they are referred from one agency to another.

This approach or key elements of it were present In a number of the case study sites including:

in New Hamm/tire's tingarStra Root initiative client referrals are based upon a Jointly-
adopted "matrix, which identifies the type of clients that are to be sent to specific
agencies and uses a common refen'al form. Two additional mechanisms have been
developed to insure completed referrals:

The referral form is carbonized so that the agency receiving the referral can
provide feedback to the referring agency on the disposition of the referral.

A computerized information system contains a 'tickler system" that generates a
=kr to check on the status of clients eight weeks after a referral.

The lubtattamante jakStonieg utilizes "group case management in which staff
from Job Service, vocational education, the welfare agency and the SDA meet regularly
to develop service plans and efforts to carry them out.

New Jermlet 10.000 Graduidesint0.009 Jobs Program places strong emphasis on case
management of students participating in the schools. A school-sponsored counselor
and a SDA-funded private sector coordinator jointly assess the needs of students and
carefully monitor the progress of students during high school. The school counselor and
private sector coordinator also attempt to match student abilities and interests with full-
time jobs (at the time of graduation).

d. Joint Servite lajlvenr

interagency collaboration frequently involves clients receiving services from different agencies at

the same time or in sequence. However, efforts in which staff from two or more agencies work together

to serve clients at the same time are much rarer. One example of this approach to service delivery is:

In Houtgon's Project Indsoendence 365, JTPA and welfare staff jointly provide two weeks
of life skills training to motivated welfare recipients.

tr. Jolitt 4gb Development/Placement

Analysts of employment and training programs have frequently concluded that the presence of

multiple agencies doing job development and placement can be wasteful as well as burdensome on

employers. The 'coordination solutions° to this problem involve agreements that job developers on the

staff of a given agency will be responsible for all placements from other agencies or that coordinating
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agencies wW split the pool of employers. Excellent examples of this approach from our site visits

include:

The Soutiwata Wisconsin PIC 4gb Centers assign each employer to a single °account
representative" AU lob listings and referrals to the employer are handled through the
account representative regardless of which agency the representative is employed by.

The larkner_regunty helps to coordinate the efforts of over a
dozen different agencies In a single county SDA. The Job Service serves as a
clearinghouse for all fobs within the Network Each agency "artIcipating in the Network
refers job openings to the Job SONIC°, then receives a regular listing of all available jobs
from the Job Service. The result is that participating agencies expend less resources in
contacts with employers (i.e., there is a reduction in duplicative contacts with employers)

and clients gain access to a wider choice of available jobs.

2. Activities Affecting Agency Onefetione

a. Joint Planning. Training. and _information Exchange

Knowledge about the activities and procedures of other agencies IS generally important in

establishing and implementing coordination efforts. Such knowledge can be gained through joint

planning, cross-training, and information exchanges. Examples from our site visits include:

The Allimbentgaulitaagam effort provided cross-training of Job Service and SDA

staff prior to project implementation.

The latimscreatiolLtigkkeysiggsitigetstgth holds monthly meetings for staff from all

participating agencies. During these meetings, staff from participating agencies discuss
problems and suggest ways in which the Network might be enhanced.

In New Jentev's 10.000 Graduates-SIM° Jgbe program, school-sponsored counselors

and SDA-funded private sector (education) coordinators have worked closely together to

plan and knplemant the program. In addition, the high school counselors have formed a

statewide group that meets monthly to discuss problems and innovative service delivery

approaches.

b- inlograltdidannanitintamiftalmmilmaLelimans
Service to clients by different agencies often requires entering information into multiple

information systems. Une staff sometimes resist coordination efforts it they translate into additional

paperwork requirements, such as completing multiple entry forms. To overcome staff resistance and

generally enhance program efficiency, agencies involved in coordination efforts often develop integrate

management information systems. Examples from our case studies include:

Houston's Project independence 366 uses a joint case record, which tracks client

involvement in JTPA, Job Service, and welfare programs. In addition, the project uses

an automated management information system to track client services and outcomes.
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The Southwest Wisconsin Job Centers utilize a statewide automated matching system
that provides information about the Job Service and JTPA systems and also uses an
electronic mail component that facilitates access to case management data.

In New Hampshire's Under One Roof initiative, welfare, JTPA, arxi Job Service agency
staff use forms that can be entered into a common JOBS information system.

c. CQ-location of Facilitles/Out-stitIoning

Logic suggests that the burden on clients will be minimized if the staff from coordinated agencies

are in a single location. Similarly, staff from different agencies are more likely to learn from each other

and more likely to adopt procedures such as joint case conferencing if they are in the same building.

Given these advantages, there have been numerous efforts to promote coordination through co-location

of all staff from two or more agencies in a single building. Case study featuring co-location include:

In Ho_uston's Project independence 365, the SDA, Job Service, and state welfare agency
are co-located.

in Allegheny Countv's Single Point of Contact staff frrm the SDA, Job Service, state
welfare agency, vocational rehabilitation, mental health/mental retardation, and a non.
profit Information and referral agency are all co-located.

The $outhwest Wisconsin Job Center features co-location of staff from the SDA. Job
Service, welfare agency and 3 community action program.

In Larimer County's_Employment end Trigning Services, the Job Service and JTPA staff
are administratively separate, but co-lociaed on the same floor. .

Sometimes, instead of re-locating the entire staff of an office, coordinated agencies locate (or

out-station) one or more staff members at another agency. Several of the case studies feature such

arrangements:

In klouston's Prgject independence 365, local community college staff provide on-site
training and instruction at the co-located Job Service-JTPA-welfare office

The Aljeaheny County Dna Stop Shop features out-stationing of staff from the fallowing
agencies: mental health and mental retardation, vocational rehabilitation staff, Job
Service and a JTPA subcontractor specializing In information and referral.

The Sjeter/Marietta Services Integrption Pitc(Project features outstationing of staff from
JTPA. welfare, the local health agencies and the Salvation Army. However, the Salvation
Army and JTPA program eventually withdrew out-stationed staff because of Inefficiencies
of out-stationing and problems with seMng clients away from their home offices.

The jaknerSdpAntagallediggenalettigds features out-stationing of a Job Service
staff member at a local community college. This enables the Job placement office at the
community college to provide direct job placement services for students. In addition, at
the remote Loveland office, the co-location of the Job Service and JTPA is supplemented
by the visits from staff of the following agencies: Senior Employment Services (two days
per week), Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (one day per week), the Job Corps (one
day per week) and Veteran's Employment Services (one day per week). By out-
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stationing staff at the Loveland office, clients can access needed seMces from various
agencies in a single visit, without making the 20-mile round-trip journey to Fort Collins.

a. AbirinasilialliatEnsturAtt
in a perfectly Integrated employment and training system, agency staff would perform multiple

functions, often supported by several funding sources. Staff would be allowed to focus on client needs

without the restrictions that come with categorical programs. Efforts to move In this direction include:

latImesSaintalmaamenuouraininglaykas features sharing of facilities,
personnel and information between the co4ocated Job Service and SDA. The sharing of

space between the two agencies restits In greater utilization of conference rooms and

other facilities. Personnel is shared for example, the kift Collins and Loveland
receptionists (who meet new clients) and the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC)
Coordinator are funded jointly by JTPA and the Job Service. At times of heavy demand,
the Job Service and JTPA have been able to supplement each othees staff for example,
when a major brewery opened a plant in !After County both Job Service and JTPA
staff were used in processing the nearly 20,000 applications for jobs. There Is also
sharing of computerized data between the two staffs. A Legal Area Network (LAN) has
been established, which enables both JTPA and Job Service staff to match employer

job orders with qualifications of the clients. The two agencies have also been able to

advertize their services jointly, reducing the costs of reaching target groups.

The Southwest Wisconsin Job Center project involves joint funding of several staff

members.

D. Scope of Coordination

It is difficult enough to coordinate the efforts of two agencies, but the challenges become even

greater when three or more different agencies or programs are Involved. The case studies that have

addressed the unique problems of c..*Norr.fiaating more than two different agencies include:

Allegheny County's single Point o Contact includes employees of the welfare

department, JTPA, Job Service, vocational rehabilitation, and mental health/mental
retardation, among others.

The Connecticut Job Connection Involves staff from the welfare agency, SDAs (and their

subcontractors), Job Service, community colleges and other education providers, as well

as a range of public and non-profit human service support service providers.

Radiungsbirfusindffsboga project combines the resources of the welfare

agency, the SDA, Job Service, adult education, and vocational rehabilitation programs in

the state.

The Megheny Qounty'spne _Stop Shoo includes the same agencies as are involved in

the Single Point of Contact Initiative, except welfare agency staff. These Include JTPA,

Job Serfte, vocational rehabilitation, and mental health/mental retardation.

The jalineLgtguntagiL Includes the SDA, Job Service and over a

dozen other employment and training providers in the county
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The SlateriMariette Service integration Pilot Prolect brought together the SDA, the
welfare agency, local Health Department, and the Salvation Army. Subsequently, the
SDA and Salvation Army withdrew from the effort

E. Degree of Integration

in most instances, the staff involved in integrated human service/human resource development

initiatives retain their places in organizational hierarchies and remain funded by the same organizations.

But in some of the more ambitious projects, effoits are made to change reporting relationships, create

teams with members from different agencies and/or provide joint funding for certain positions. Two of

the more ambitious efforts include:

The Sajthwest Wiscopein Job Centers features a Job Service Team leader who oversees
a JTPA-funded case manager, who in turn Is responsible for a team that includes Job
SeMce, JTPA, and community action agency staff.

In Allegheny Coujity's Single Point of _Conjact Initiative, the main office is directed by a
person under contract to the SDA. However, staff (under the direction of IndMdual) are
drawn from the SDA the welfare agency, and the Job Service.

F. Summary

The typologies and examples presented in this chapter are not meant to be exhaustive. Instead,

the central argument is that there are an almost infinite number of ways coordination can come about.

and a similarly wide range of forms that it can take. Initiative for coordination efforts can come both from

the federal and state levels (i.e., lop-down coordination') and the local level (i.e., "bottom-up

coordination"). There are a wide variety of activities that can be coordinated between agencies,

including intake and eligibility determination, silent assessment, case management, referrals, basic

service delivery, and job development and placement Coordination affects both the way in which

services are delivered to clients and the structure of agency operations. The number of agencies

involved in such efforts anU the extent to which agencies coordinate activities also varies extensively

across programs.
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CHAPTER 3

BENEFITS OF COORDINATION

This chapter discusses the benefits that effective forms of program coordination can provide. It

examines both advantages for the client, such as simplified referral and access to a wider range of

services, and for the agency, such as Increased operational efficiency and greater flexibility in using

program funds to meet client needs.

A. Benefits for the Client

In the sites we studied, coordination results In a variety of direct benefits for clients, such as

availability of a wider range of services and easier access to services.

1. Artellallillty of a Irifldfir Range of goyim),

Coordination often enables clients to access a wider range of services than would otherwise be

available. Availability of expanded services generally is the result of integrated service delivery or referral

agreements between coordinating agencies. For example, linkages between a SDA and welfare agency

may result in availability of a wider range of employment and training services for welfare recipient and

certain support services (e.g., day care) for JTPA participants. Availability cf a wider range of services

may also result from the ability of coordinated agencies to eliminate duplicate activities and re-focus

resources on the provision of new or expanded services. For example, the linkages between a JTPA

program and the employment service may reduce the amount of resources that the JTPA program must

devote to client placement. These resources may then be used by the JTPA program to expand the

number of slots or types of training ttrAt are available.

Coordination may also lead to greater Intensity of services to clients. Greater intensity may result

from the ability of agencies to use SerVICes offered through other agencies to reinforce the services that

are normally provided through their own agency. For example, linkages between the JTPA program and

a vocational rehabilitation agency might enable the JTPA program to more thoroughly test vocational

disablities of clients. This, in turn, may lead to more comprehensive services (involving both the JTPA

and vocational rehabilitation agencies) to assist clients in returning to employment. More intensive
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services might also result from the agency being able to shift resources from inefficient or duplicate

actMtles. For example, linkages between JTPA and the employment service might enable JTPA staff to

shift some of their job development and/or placement activities to more intensive case management

services.

The_Ponnecticut Job Connectign. State and local officials stress that coordination substantially
enhances client access to needed education, employment and training, and supportive services.

Allegheny Countv One Stop Shop. By stationing an interviewer at the One Stop Shop, the
employn'ent service is able to provide labor exchange semices for job-ready JTPA participants
while they are searching for a job. In addition, the presence of Help line, and staff from Mental
Health/Mental Retardation and Cifice of Vocational Rehabilitation enables clients to obtain
services to meet other personal needs that support their employment goals.

;uh e n T tnt ri 1.: A.1 TAA participants
benefit from the coordination between EDWM and TM because they get the assessment and
vocational counseling they need. In addition, they can participate in more than one training
program if necessary, and their stay is not limited to two years. This final point Is Important
because many TM participants cannot complete Associate Degree programs in 104 weeks due
to their need for remedial education. In many cases, the SDA picks up the funding of TM
participants who have not been able to complete all course requirements within the 104-week
limitation.

New Jersey's 10.000 Graduates,..10,000 Jobs Program. By brhiging a SDA-sponsored private
sector coordinator into the high schools, the students are able to more easily access the many
employment services available through the SDA and other agencies (e.g., the employment
service).

Southwest Wisconsin Job Centers. The primary advantages of coordination have been the
broader mix of services accessible to clients and better services for local employers.

Yolg Count/. California GAIN (Greater Avenues for Independence) Coordination between the
welfare agency and JTPA creates more opportunities for supporth e services for weifare
recipients, such as child care and transportation, and makes It easier for clients to obtain
employment and training services, such as on-the-job training.

High:Risk Youth. San Bemadino, California. In this coordination effort, which primarily serves
high school dropouts and Ither high risk youth, the SDA coordinates with the Job Corps to
provide education, counseling, remedial education, and job search training. Under this program,
the Job Corp recruits youths and sends them to JTPA for intake and eligibility determination.
Many high-risk youth, who would not succeed in the Job Corps, are also referred to the SDA for
on-the-job training and work experience. At the same time, the SDA refers youths to the Job
Corps who would be better served there.

2. Reduction in Barriers lo Accessing Servicis

Some interviewees point to the reduction in barriers to accessing services as the major benefit of

coordination for clients.
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a. Sittv !flied Reim* lit Process Results in Appropriate Referrals ant Lees
MEM

Coordination of services across agencies often results in a simplified client referral process,

which reduces the number of clients loss during referrals between agencies. Coordination often enables

agencies to adopt a case management approach, whereby clients are assigned to a single agency staff

member (known as a case manager). The case manager Is responsible for developing a comprehensive

set of services tailored to the specific needs of each client. The case manager also monitors that clients

actually receive services and progress along the path toward self-sufficiency.

Coordination tends to make each of the agencies more aware of services that the other is

providing, resulting in greater use of existing resources and more appropriate referrals of clients. Some

intemiewees emphasize that coordination enables agencies to provide "seamless° delivery of services.

whereby the client is unaware of the specific agency that is providing services.

LadinaESzowi. The services delivered by JTPA and the Job
Service are "seamiese to the client. The client makes initial contact with a receptionist (funded
jointly by JTPA and the Job Service), who makes a determination ofwhether the client should be
sent to job training (JTPA) or job search/placement (the Job Service). The client is not really
aware of whether he/she is being served by a state or county worker (or program) and can
easily be referred back and forth between the two programs.

The Connecticut Job Connection. State and local officials emphasize that coordination enables
agencies to offer intensified case management services, which helps to insure that .eferrals are
completed and result in desired outcomes.

1r i 9 111:n 1 Under One RQC41. State level officials believe that
the linkages among their agencies result in better referral of clients between agencies. This
results in an improvement in the overall quality of services. For example, one interviewee

asserts:

a - I t=

...The results of our referrals are now better known and this makes for better
referrals. Over time, the agencies are getting more in tune with each other, have
a better sense of each other, and the new forms are helping to build this. The
"no shoW rate should be decliring. We are getting fewer [inappropriate)
referrals from welfare and this is gond.

Local office staff make the same arguments, though less enthusiastically. They tend to see the
improvements as more limited, and they believe that the efforts to improve referrals have resulted
in only 'modestn increases in the appropriateness of the referrals. As one local official said:

...Service has improved for the rare client. In eighty or ninety percent of the cases, it is
clear who should go to which agency. However, there are more options and better
referrals for the other 10 percent.

Others, including some JTPA staff, saw limited or no improvements in the quality of the referrals
that their agencies received.

Allegheny County Single Point of Contact Program. By providing centralized employment and
training activities in a single location, clients do not have to pass through a maze of agencies at
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different locations to get help. Once they enter a center, clients may be served by staff from
three or four agencies, but they need not be concerned (and are probably not aware) of this.

Houston Project [ndegendence 368. Coordination between the SDA, welfare agencies.
and the employment service has resulted in a comprehensive, hands-on service delivery
system for welfare recipients. This program, whose goal is to assist welfare mothers to
become self-supporting within one year, closely monitors program participants to insure
that they do not *fall between the cracks° when they are referred for services to other
agencies.

Sguthwest Wisconsin Job Centers. Co-location among the job centers means applicants can be
assisted by the most appropriate agency on site or receive prompt referrals to other service
provkiers.

b. Reductioo in Time/Costs Associated with Accessing Services

Other interviewees stress that clients save both time and money because the referral process is

simplified or a single case manager provides access to all (or most) of the services that are required.

Further, in some instances, agencies are co-located so if referral is necessary the client is easily referred

to another agency (e.g., clients might be seen the same day by the other agency). Out-stationing of staff

in remote areas -- Le., the full or part-time locating of staff at another agency - also reduced travel time

and costs for clients.

IA:tat Tralnina Because Job Semice and JTPA are co-
located, clients can meet with both staffs and be registered for JTPA and Job Service in a single
appointment. This has the added advantage of reducing the loss of clients during referrals to the
other agency. According to one program admInistiator There are also fewer drop-outs in
referrals from Job Service to JTPA than there used to be when the agencies were in different
parts of town.°

In the Loveland office, the co-location of Job Service and JTPA is supplemented with the on-site
visits (i.e., out-stationing) from the following other agencies - Senior Employment Services.
DWision of Vocational Rehabilitation, Job Corps, and Veterans SOIVICGS. This means that clients
can access these special SINVICes at the Loveland office in a single visit without making the 20-
mile round-nip journey to Ft. Collins. Hence, clients save both time and travel money. Because
there Is no public transportation between Ft. Coffins and Loveland, the availability of such
SWAM at Loveland also oversomes access problems faced by clients.

nui..Q2anzikuultbSannedo. State and local officials stress that the coordination effort
saves clients' time. This is, in part the result of out-stationing of agency staff.

The Napa County Employment Training Program. The Napa County Employment Training
program provides *one stop shopping' for a wide array of employment training, job placement
and suppott services for about 500 clients per year. Case managers from a variety of programs
in Napa County are co-located In a junior high school, including representatives of the school
district, adult education program, economic development, the agency for the aged, the
community college, child care referral services, and MVOSl other agencies. According to one
administrator, calocation results in a substantial reduction in the rate of drop-out during the
referral process. Because clients are referred to another office within the same building, they are
less lik6:y to skip appointments and drop-out
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Allegheny County One $top Shag. The biggest gains of the coordination jccrue to the
participants. By providing so many services in a single location, participants spend much less
time traveling from one location to another.

B. Benefits for the Agency

1- AciatuaAelikaulaustmat
Many of the agencies report that coordination enables them to obtain additional resources to

SOW their clients. Additional resources generally result from the ability of agencies share the resources

of other agencies - such as staff, facilities, information, and information systems. For example, linkages

between a JTPA program and the employment seMce might provide the JTPA program with access to

available jobs within the employment service computerized job bank. Co-location of two agencies within

the same building may enable agencies to share conference space and equipment at substantial savings

to each agency. Agencies may be able to establish an Integrated intake system, which might nvolve

sharing jf staff.

Larimer County Employment and Training Services. JTPA and Job Service administrators feel
that coordination °maximizes program resources.° The two agencies share space, which results
In greater utilization of conference rooms and dher fealties. The agencies also share
personnel - for example, JTPA and Job Service jointly fund a receptionist (who meets new
clients) and a Target Jobs Tax Credit staff member. At times of heavy demand, the Job Service
and JTPA supplement each other's staff - for example, when a major brewery opened a plant in
the county, the Job Service utilized the JTPA staff to assist in processing the needy 20.000 job
applications. The two staffs also share computerized data A local area network enables both
JTPA and the Job Service staff to match employer job orders with qualifications of the clients.
The two agencies also advenize their sorvices jointly, reducing the costs of reaching target

groups.

One administrator summed up the cost savings In the following way: 'There have clearly been
dollar savings resulting from the common reception area and receptionist - now there is one
person where there used to be two. There is also a shared worker who handles ail of the

Targeted Jobs Tax Credits. It is hard to say how much of the administrative cost savings has

come from the integrated Intake and how much from co-location because the two changes were

put into effect at a time of great cutbacks in Job &Ada! and CETA/JTPA funding."

Aileohenv County Trade Adjustment Assistance Coordination Project. Because of budget
reductions, the employment service is no longer able to provide adequate services to TM
participants. Under the current arrangement, JTPA provides most of the needed SWUM.

Allegheny Countv 011e Stop Shoo. The SDA is both able to augment tne number of staff
available to serve participants and to provide a much richer mix of services than they could

provide alone.
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2. Ability to Secure Additional Funding

In some Instances, coordinating agencies are able to secure additional funds from public

agencies or private sources. Coordination provides opportunities for agencies to work together In

innovative ways, which sometimes enables agencies to qualify for other sources of funding.

New limey's 10.000 raduates...10.00Q_JoDs Program. This program enables both the SDAs
and the schools the opportunity to secure addtional funds and staffing that would not have been
available. SDAs are able to use the eight percent funds in a flexible manner to add another staff
person, who concentrates on education linkages. The local education agencies are able to draw
upon additional state education funds to add a counselor at each participating high school to
serve at-risk students.

Iszulimetesli2SLentem. Successful coordination results in special funding from
the state to the PIC, as well as to other SDAs interested In establishing Job Centers.

laimEr4guatiginsaneampaadngleaket The coordination between Job Service and
JTPA is an Important factor in the JTPA program's ability to secure additional public and private
funding for special projects. The close link between the programs enables the JTPA program to
secure additional state funds when large employers locate new fealties in the area. Recently,
the JTPA program secured $35,000 in private-sector funding for special projects to serve
disadvantaged youth. One JTPA official notes that such private and public sector funding *would
not have been possible without the coordination* between the two agencies.

3. Greater Flexibility in Using Funds

Cocxdination provides some agencies with greater flexibility in using funds. In some instances,

greater flexibility Is the result of being able to shift funds from activities that are (now) performed by

another agency. For example, a JTPA program linked with the employment service might reduce or

eliminate its job development activftles this frees up funds for other activities. Another way in which

coordination may increase funding flexibility is where one agency has constraints on the expenditure of

funds, but the other agency does not. For example, coordination can help SDAs overcome the

limitations on non-training expenditures If other agencies pay for work experience and supportive

services.

Additional Support for People in Revairting erg Vjucetion (ASPIRe). State of Moine. According
to the program administrator "There is also more flexibility to move money from agency to
agency within the program than would have happened without a community initiative. For
example, If the Welfare, Education, Employment and Training program in the Maine Department
of Human Services runs out of support SW! CGS money towards the end of the year, then JIPA
or the Maine Training initiative can pitch in.*

larkauraillyinglinhas. Coordination provides the agencies with
greater flexibility in using funding among the various programs. For example, coordination
among the JTPA and vocational rehabilitation has enabled the two agencies to use funds flexibly
to cover costs of serving those who may be in need of vocational rehabilitation services. Testing
for a disability is costly and difficult; while JTPA is capable of funding some testing In this area, it
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has also relied heavily on vocational rehabilitation to provide this service. At the same time.
JTPA funds some training and on-the-job training that vocational rehabilitation is unable to fund.
in terms of training staff, JTPA and Job Service jointly fund the General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB) training sessions for staff from both agencies.

Casey's Chuckwagon. Southwest Wyoming. Coordination among the three agencies (the Job
Training Administration, the Vocational Rehabilitation Program, and the Developmentally Disabled
Program) involved in this project enables each agency to avoid funding limitations. No single
entity can fund all aspects of the program. The Job Training kiministration can nc4 pay for the
van or food service equipment; the Developmentally Disabled and the Vocational Rehabilitation
Programs can. But the Job Training Administration can pay for the training component and also
has the expertise to establish this component.

4. fitallita9MariffitifflinatatitatiatiaratesIAMMILesta
Through integrated service delivery and referral agreements, coordinated agencies typically offer

a wider range of services to clients. For example, linkages between JTPA and local education agencies

often enable JTPA programs to offer remedial education programs before clients enter job training.

Linkages between JTPA and vocational rehabilitation programs enable JTPA programs to provide more

extensive testing of client disabilities and, if necessary, referral to rehabilitation programs. in addition to

offering a wider range of services, coordination often enables agencies to better target services on client

needs. Linkages with others enable agencies to draw on the expertise of the other agency to assess

client needs and match these needs to a wider range of available service& Without such linkages, client

needs may not be fully understood, resulting in wasted time and effort on training or job placement

activities. Having special support services available also tends to make case managers more aware of

potential barriers faced by clients and of the resources available for overcoming such problems.

Allegheny County9ne Stop Shop. The presence of mental health staff at the One Stop Shop
has enabled a large number of Title li-A and Title UI participants to receive mental health services.
Without on-site avaNability, few of the participants would have received such services, either

because of the stigma associated with mental health facilities or the inconvenience of visiting the

facilities.

verTnont's _Reach Up Program. This statewide initiative is designed to help persons who receive

Aid to Needy Families with Children through the Department of Social Welfare (DSW) to ',Nome
self-sufficient. The program is jointly operated by the Department of Social Welfare, the
Department of Employment & Training, and the Department of Education. This program targets
the 'hard to place*: generally female, single heads of households, that have been on public

assistance for a lengthy period and have relatively low education and training levels. The
coordinated arrangement provides for more comprehensive and continuous support for clients.

lt also features a case management approach under ich services are more strategically
targeted on the needs of the client.

Rolla Sincde Parent/Homemaker Program. This program's intended target groups are single

parents, homemakers, and displaced homemakers. ft Involves a joint effort between the SDA

and the Single Parent/Homemaker Regional Center at Rolla Vocational-Technical School, funded
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In part through Care Perkins funds. Services inciade special outreach and recruitment efforts for
the targeted population, career assessment and planning, referral to area agencies for training
and supportive services, counseling and support group session& pre-employment and life skkis
workshops, and job placement. The program uses a case management approach. whiCh
examines the specific needs of the single parent/displaced homemaker, and then refers or
directty provides the serAces that the Individual needs to become job ready and self-sufficient

I; I 10 in.s.t11.,: :i11.0,11.61111t: .(.11 *. t= 111..:.1...; i= = This McKinney Act project
provides case management and job training/education services te a difficult to MVO population -
- the homeless - targeting single mothers and persons with mental illness. Case management
includes providing clients with physical and mental health ervices, housing, and economic and
social WACO assistance. Job training includes remedial education. The state's Department of
Alcoholism, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health subcontracts with a non-profit group (Connections)
which provides case management. When clients' physical and emotional problems are stabilized
sufficiently, they are referred to a job training program through JTPA.

5. Increased Knowtedoe and Communication knontAgency Staff

Coordination often results in increased knowledge and communication among the staffs of

coordinated agencies. Interviewees note that where agency staffs had not talked to each other before

the initiation of the project, there is now almost daily communication. With this communication, as well

as joint planning, agency staffs find that they learn much more about the other programs - including

their objectives, eligibility criteria, types of services offered, locations, information systems, and whom to

contact when a referral Is needed. Many stressed that they can now pick up the phone or walk down the

hall and talk to someone about a client's problems. Cc4ocation of agencies and Integrated service

delivery are cited as particularly stimulating communications among agencies.

New Hampshire Employment and Trainino (-Under One Roar). State and local staff agree that
this project has improved communications across agencies. Staff know more about other
agencies' programs, Inciteling both the kinds of services offered and the constraints that the
agencies operate under.

Houston Project independence 365. The Texas Liepartment of Human Service case
managers now have a much better understanding of the available training programs and
can provide better guidance to the client This agency had previously not worked
closely with the Houston Job Training Partnership Counci.

larinxtrauntamlameginlitaininglandos. For JTPA and Job Stiovioe staff, the co-
location of these two agencies enormously increases the communication among workers
(especially during the referral process) and understanding of each others' programs.

6. Ability to Share credit tor ClieritSlulcipmes

in some instances, agencies work out agreements under which they share credit for client

outcomes. For some agencies, there is initial concern over how coordination might affect performance.
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For example, agencies may fear that (1) another linked agency might not perform its role effectively,

resulting In a negative outcome (e.g., a lost job placement) or (2) they may not receive appropriate credit

for client outcomes that result from collaborative efforts. Where agencies are able to share credit for job

placement and retention, it is viewed as a major advantage.

jaelo Agencies involved In the Job Developers' Network
share credit for job placements. This creates a greater willingness among the 15 agencies
involved In the Network to share job openings and reduces fear within participating agencies that
performance outcomes might decline.

7. Ability to Place Clients jhrough Other Agencies 0* Little or No Addiftional Cost

Some agencies find that coordination with other agencies enables them to place clients at little or

no additional cost. Where in the past they may have been involved in intensive job development and job

placement activities, with coordination they are able to hand these activities to another agency that

specializes in this area. Other agencies may have closer linkages with certain types of employers that

are better suited to the specific needs of clients (e.g., disabled veterans). Further, the linkages with the

other agency and the abliiiy to draw upon their listing of job openings may come at virtually no additional

cost to the agency. This benefit commonry occurs in ITPA-employment service coordination efforts,

where the employment service specialized in placements.

ft. IncreasedSiperalignal Efficiencv iØ ReductIon of Duplicative Agency Efforts

Many sites view coordination as enhancing operational efficiency. in particular, it is stressed that

coordination reduces duplication across agencies. For example, several agencies in a locality may have

been contacting the same employers for job leads. This required each agency to have job development

staff. By collaborating, it is possible to share job development activities across agencies, with each

agency focusing on a group of employers, or to delegate the responsibility to one agency. This not only

reduces duplication among agencies, but saves time for employers by creating a single point of contact.

Agencies that integrate Intake and eligibility determination also are likely to realize cost savings.

Coordinating agencies often find that during client intake a similar set of questions are asked of each

client Much of the information needed by all agencies can be elicited in a single interview, if the

agencies jointly plan the hake Interview and forms. Time savings are realized both for the agency and

the client. Sharing of information systems make such an integrated intake approach even more efficient,
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because much of the data on clients can be collected during a single interview and entered into a shared

information system.

Southwest Wisconsin Job Centers. This project estimates that it has achieved program cost
savings of approximately $255,600 over the last two years from Integrating staff and facilities.
Areas cf savings include the following:

The Job Service saved at least $150 per month in Dodgeville by locating in the PIC office
and utilizing space vacated when PIC staff were stationed in other offices.

The PIC Is saving as least $250 per month in copy machine costs (purchase/lease and
maintenance) for the Lancaster, Monroe, and Richland centers. The Job Service is also
saving at least $160 per month for similar costs in the Darlington and Dodgeville centers.

The PIC is saving approximately $400 per month in staff travel by assigning staff
permanently to specific local offices. In addition, the Job Service is saving the cost of
one state vehicle through similar assignments and therefore eliminating itinerant travel.

The Job Center is estimated to save at least $125 per month in long distance telephone
calls by having access to the Job Service computer-based message system (SYSM).

Without these savings, fewer people would have been served.

The Connecticut Job ConnectO. This program reduces administrative costs by avoiding
duplication in service delivery and administration. Funding Bridgeport Jobs through the Private
industry Council of Southern Connecticut results in economies of scale. For example, there is no
need to hire a separate agency director and financial management staff.

New Hampshire Employment and Training ("Linder Qne Roan. Although there Is no way of
documenting it at this time, New Hampshire officials indicate that this initiative has already saved
money and will continue to do so in the future.

Allegheny County Single Point of Contact Program. The staff believes that the delivery system
provides cost savings because of economies of scale, enabling coordinating agencies to serve
more welfare recipients and to provide more intensive services.

AgyggnIlLgjeg Imjjapp_VIngeXt. For the sponsoring agency, this project eliminates the need
to establish a networic of contacts in the other agencies. Now this agency deals only with staff
assigned to the project from other agencies, and has access to all the services those agencies
offer.

Financial Aareement balwaen the Departments qf Employment Services and Education. State of
Krgusky. The financial agreement provides the JTPA staff with direct access to training slots for
dislocated workers, so there is a reduction in administrative effort and time in placing participants
in training. The financial agreement also simplifies administration by reducing the number of
contracts for vocational training to just one between the Department of Employment Services
and the Department of Education. This system will continue under EDWAA by folding the 27
Dislocated Worker Centers under the 10 local employment service offices designated as the sub-
grantees in the 10 SDAs who will administer EDWM.

Yolo County. California GAIN (Greater Avenues for independencel. An agency administrator
identified the following savings from coordination: °Money is being saved. If the Department of
Social Services (DSS) had not decided to use JTPA for classroom training, they'd have had to
spend the time and money to set up their own parallel system. Co-location is helpful in many
ways, but involved some start-up costs. There will not be overall cost savings unless the model
stays in place, relatively intact, for six years or more.'



InapidSaantLftsmalggatamostds_bamtiEmzm Welfare, Job Service and JTPA
jointly run a job search workshop at each of the two offices in the county. According to the
interviewee, this program results in savings for the agencies involved in this program. The
current program provides $245 to Job Service for each Food Stamp client who ges 16 hours of
job search training (to be raised to 20 hours in 1990) and is placed In a job that pays $3.50 an
hour (for youth) or $4.00 an hour (for adults). This is coneragrably below the $1,500 to $2,500
cost per placement that Is typical of most JTPA activities in the area.

9. Better Tracking of Services Received by Clients and Outcomes

Coordination of services across agencies sometimes results in the development of case

management systems, which lead to better tracking of services provided to clients. When agencies

coordinate wrvices for clients, they are more likely to examine the total needs of clients as part of an

assessment process. Building upon clients' needs, the coordinating agencies attempt to provide a

tailored package of services to meet these needs. With communication between the agencies enhanced,

there is greater ability and likelihood for agencies to track services provided to clients.

In addition, communication across agencies -- particularly shared information systems -- provide

the opportunity for agencies to better track clients that are referred to other agencies and to examine

future outcomes. For example, in Allegheny County, the JTPA program coordinates with the local

education agency (for remedial education), a state mental health agency (for diagnocis and treatment of

mental illness and drug dependency), the local welfare department (for support services and income

maintenance) and the Job Service (for job placement). As a result, it not only provides a more

comprehensive rano of services for the client, but also is better able to track all services provided to the

client and resulting outcomes.

10. labinsgdAkit Groups
Coordination can be instrumental in enhancing an agency's ability to serve difficult-to-reach, but

mandated target groups. For example, linkages between a JTPA program and a local education agency

often can improve access of the JTPA program to disadvantaged students. The JTPA program is able to

reach these students at a relatively young age, make them aware of training opportunities and other

employment services, and even begin to provide some services through summer youth programs and in-

school programs. Linkages with community groups -- such as those that serve the elderly, battered
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women, homeless, refugees and other - can provide JTPA and other programs with avenues to identify

and recruit program participants.

New Jersey's 10.009 Jobs...10.000 Graduates Prod Earn. Through this program, JTPA has more
access to schools and has established good relationships with faculty and school boards. This
program enables SDAs to identify and target a population -- disadvantaged students with a high
risk of dropping out of school - that in the past had been difficult to reach. The schools provide
considerable detail on each student's capabilities and the possibility for early and continuous
testing and monitoring of students. This helps the SDAs to match the students to jobs or the
types of additional training that they might need for future placement in career-type jobs.

Allegheny County C#J1( StovShop. All the agencies believe they receive a number of benefits
from the One Stop Shop. The two social service agencies, Mental Health and Mental Retardation
and the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, find that they can now provide important social
semices to a population that would otherwise be difficult to reach.

Houston Project Independence 365. The Houston Job Training Partnership Council (HJTPC)
subcontractors are restricted in their ability to offer long-term services to parficipants who cannot
be made job ready within a short period of time. Independence 365 allows HJTPC to serve
those with greater needs.

Larimer County Job DeveloPers' Network. The Job Developers' Network enables Job Service
and JTPA to reach previously difficult-to-serve target groups. For example, these two agencies
have had some difficulty in reaching the homeless with their services. With the Homeless Project
part of the Job Developers' Network, these two agencies have found that they have had greater
success in reaching the homeless.

Commurity,g_ This collaborative effort is
attractive because the SDA had problems in sewing and placing adult welfare recipients in the
past. According to a program administrator Ve had trouble attracting theft (i.e.. welfare
recipients) and getting them jobs, and we were therefore delighted to have the opportunity to
work with the welfare department to develop a program that would improve our ability to seive
this group.-

11. Improved Image with Pleats. Emaipyere. end qui, Community

Through coordination, some agencies improve their image with clients, employers, and the

public-at-large. This enhanced image results from several factors. In some cases, it Is simply because

coordination results in more effective and efficient delivery of SWIMS to clients - hence, better

outcomes for clients. In some instances, an enhanced image results from an ability to alter the

community's perception of an agency because it is linked with another agency or agencies. For

example, two agencies - the SDA and Job Seivice - might come together in a locality to form a single

integrated entity, which is given a new name. This new entity may -- in the view of clients, employers,

and the public-at-large may be able to draw upon the perceived strengths of each individual

organization. Further, the linkage may lead to fundamental changes In agency operations and improved

performance leading to an improved perception of the agency within the community. Finally. agencies
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within a coordinated effort may be able to draw upon abilities of staff with public relations skills In another

agency or share resources to fund public relations efforts.

Left& CIgnty gmployment and Trainino Sentficea. Both JTPA and Job Service indicate that
under the coordinated arrangement they are able to cultivate a "better image" with local
employers and the community as a whole. By working together, each agency is able to do what
they do best and to work at providing °quality, marketable° servic3s. Two major complaints of
employers have been virtually elkninated by the Job Developers' Network - (1) no longer are
employers contacted repeatedly about positions by several agencies, and (2) employers are
provided with the number of job applicants that they have requested. In addition, with the
establishment of the Job Developers' Network, the joint job development efforts have lifted the
employer contact rate from 11 percent to 35 percent

Southweet Wisconsin Joticrepters. Coordination allows employers' needs to be met more
effectively through account representatives so that each emWoyer is contacted by a single
representative of all employment and training programs. A PIC administered survey measuring
employer satisfaction during a six-month period In 1988 found 95 percent of employers felt their
timetables for filling positions were met; 81 percent were satisfied with their referrals; and 100
percent indicated they would use the Job Center services again.

12. Agencies Can Soektplira in Aress of Expertise

Some interviewees argue that coordination enables agencies to concentrate on "what they do

best° and leave other support services and assistance to other agencies who specializn in those areas.

Most agencies find they are unable to meet ail of the needs of their clients, yet these needs may pose

major obstacles to providing employment and training SerVkAts. Through coordination with other

agencies - particularly establishment of referral agreements with other agencies and integrated service

delivery - agencies can reduce their efforts on support services and concentrate on what they are best

suited to provide.

Niegheny County Single Point of Contact Pfogram. In this program, each agency concentrates
on what it does best - JTPA focuses on training, welfare staff provide special allowances and
program coordination, and the employment service provides labor exchange services.

mougmajimukagitganjuctusafrawm. This joint effort enables the SDAs and
local education agencies to do what each does best. That is, SDAs develop jobs and place
students into vocational training programs funded under JTPA; the schools provide basic
education, counseling and employability skills. Linkage with the SDA bring the schools closer to
the business community, as well as providing a direct line to jobs and job search resources that
students can use.

4..1 111 11.; = ht According to the director of
the program: °JTPA is better at job development - it would have taken years for the Yoko

County Department of Social Services to gear themselves up to do effective job development."
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13. Enhantad Polormancs Outcome'

Finally, many of the SDAs report that through coor...nation they are able to enhance JTPA

performance outcomes. Many of the reasons for enhanced overall performance have been discussed in

this chapter, including the following: (1) agencies can provide a wider range of services to clients with

specific employment bafflers, (2) agencies can re-deploy resources on other activities because of

elimination of duplicate or inefficient operations, and/or (3) agencies can concentrate on the aspects of

service delivery that they do best.

Noy Hampshire Employment and Trainina runder One Roof). Improved overall performance
has occurred in the following areas: (1) placements of AFDC recipients by Job Service, (2) the
proportion of AFDC recipients served by JTPA, and (3) referrals of AFDC recipients to vocational
rehabilitation programs.

Weld County. Colorado JTPA - Welfare Coordination Project. This project is credited with
reducing welfare recipients In the county. at the same time that most other counties In the state
experienced growth in the number of recipients. In fact, the number of welfare recipients in Weld
County has returned to the same level as 1971, when the population of the county was
substantially lower.

Project Genesis. Montgomery. Alabama. According to the project director: Ihe project has
been very succeSsful; It has resulted in better services for clients. We are now doing what we've
wanted to do with welfare recipients, placing them at a high rate. We couldn't have done it
without the coordination with other agencies. We couldn't Pave nulled together the services that
our clients need without coordination."

C. Summary

Throughout the case studies and teletphone interviews a consistent theme emerges: the

advantages of coordination substantially outweighs its disadvantages. Interviewees cite many

advantages for both the client particulany better access to a wider range of services and a reduction in

the barriers to accessing services -- and the agencies involved In coordination. Agencies benefit in a

variety of ways, Including greater flexibility in using funds; ability to offer a wider range of services

targeted on client needs; increased knowledge and communicatkm among agency staff; increased

operational efficiency and reduction of duplicative agency efforts; and enhanced ability to serve

mandated target groups.
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CHAPTER 4

DISADVANTAGES OF COORDINATION

The majority ot staff interviewed report few or no disadvantages of coordination. When

disadvantages are mentioned, staff often state that the benefits of coordination far outweigh the

disadvantages, and that the costs associated with coordinating programs are low or negligible once the

coordination is established. Most of the disadvantages apply to agencies rather than participants, and

concerned the extra effort in time and resources required to make coordination work. Because we

focused on successful coordination efforts in our case studies, the findings reported here may not be

representative of all collaborative efforts.

A distinction should be made between disadvantages of coordination and barriers to

coordination, which are discussed in Chapter 6. Disadvantages are the costs that result from

coordingion and are borne by either the client or coordinating agency. Bamers to coordination are the

obstacles (legal, administrative, or other) that prevent or impede collaboration. Even though

disadvantages of coordination are reported in relatively few coordination efforts, the following is a

discussion of the most significant disadvantages to clients and coordinating agencies.

A. Disadvantages to Agencies

it is far more common for disadvantages of coordination to affect coordinating agencies than

clients. Coordination can cause agencies to undergo significant change in managerial structure and

service delivery, and agency staff reported the following Issues as the most common disadvantages

experienced:

staff time and energy involved In planning and sustaining coordination;

loss of autonomy in decision making:

need to resolve interagency conflicts;

need to maintain new operational procedures, client flows, and information systems; and

inefficiencies of out-stationing staff.



1. Staff Time and Effort Involved la Planning and Sgetaining Coordination

The most significant disadvantage of coordination is the extra time and effort required foragency

staff to plan and sustain coordination. Extensive time is needed to maintain regular communication

among coordinating agencies, usually In the form of regular meetings. These meetings also frequently

require time for preparation and follow-up. Some staff said that they spend too much time planning and

meeting with each other and too little time serving their clients. Furthermore, coordination often causes

additional paperwork that augments existing responsibilities.

Theftpa County spA, The Napa Valley SDA is the lead organization in administering the state's
GAIN program for welfare recipients. The SDA's subcontractors include seven public agencies
and two private firms. Although co-location of all but one agency facilitates communication,
extensive time is still needed to set up and sustain coordination among the agencies. For
examiAe, case managers meet weekly and all staff meet monthly to keep each other aware of
service delivery.

The New Futurelerogram in Arkansas. This program focuses on providing services to at-risk
youth. SDA staff report that it is a burden to attend meetings and planning sessions necessary
for coordination in addition to fulfilling existing responsibilities. In addition, the increased number
of people involved In planning increases the likelihood that tasks will not get done. Agreements
might be reached in meetings, but follow through cannot always be guaranteed.

New Hampshire Under Ong Roof. This program has the goal of co-locating JTPA, the
employment service, and the welfare department. Staff report that the Employment. Training,
and Welfare initiative results in new forms that represent an increase in paperwork, especially for
JTPA staff. From the JTPA perspective, the new forms are thought to be useful for °computer
people° who run tracking systems, but not for the line staff who work directly with clients.

2. Lou of Autonomy In Dacialar..Making

Another disadvantage from many agency managers' perspectives is a coordinating agency's loss

cr: control over decision-making. As discussed above, regular meetings are generally held among

agencies where decisions concerning service delivery are reached. Although one agency might have the

most authority on a given issue, that agency cannot act unilaterally without the possibility of hindering

effective coordination. Through coordination, agencies become more vulnerable to other agencies'

decisions, which might mean giving up some of their previous °turf. Turf battles are frequently cited as a

barrier to coordination (See Chapter 6 for a more detailed explanation), but they also can prove to be a

disadvantage, as shown In this section and the next.

ThiLgitgniasitollgizgEgangsaign. This program provides job training and placement for welfare
recipients. JTPA staff are occasionally reluctant to refer clients to the Job Connection because
such referrals decrease their control over the client and service delivery. Similarly, some Job
Connection staff think the same way about making referrals to specific employment and training
programs.
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Iblittatgualszainiablaial&ORMILOMMLESKIBM This Program U883 JTPA eight
percent funds, Perkins Vocational Education funds, and state funds to provide custom training for
emPloYers- During the first Phase of the Program. SDAs had little control over decision making
because the eight percent funds were allocated to the State Department of Vocational Education,
and local SDAs were not always involved in decisions about funding projects in their area& The
SDAs sought greater control, and during the second phase of the program most of the funds
were allocated to the loud areas, with a restating decrease in state control.

3. WO to Awoke intecagency Conflicts

Coordination often entails interagency conflicts. Some coordinating agencies have experienced

tension over definitions of coordination arrangements as well as over conflicting program goals and

operations. State and local agencies often have their awn philosophies regarding which clients to serve,

how to serve them, and how to measure success. Although agencies often have to live with these

differences, agency staff occasionally need to resolve significant conflicts that impede successfii service

delivery.

The Homeless Job Training Demonstration Project in Delaware. This project is funded under the
McKinney Act to provide case management along with job training and education services to the
homeless. Case management includes providing physical and mental health services, housing,
and basic social swipes. The disadvantage is that employment and training staff think the social
services case managers are not sufficiently oriented toward job training and focus solely on
meeting clients' basic neads. JTPA officials think that case managers should be educated more
about training opportunities for the homeless.

333211easitilOaammunitaisadslandemarsimm. This Program Involves the Northern
Nevada SDA (Job Opportunities in Nevada) in partnership with the state welfare department.
Problems in communications existed between the two agencies that hampered smooth program
operations. When JTPA staff conducted that the welfare clients were not meetir their
responsibilities, JTPA wanted to take them out of training. The welfare staff, however, did not
view the situation as JTPA did and were not as punitive with welfare clients. In addition, the
welfare department wanted training to be short so that welfare recipients could be placed quickly
in a Community Work Experience Program job, but the SDA preferred longer courses. The
conflict was resolved when the SDA acceded to the welfare department's perspective.

4. It! I `. d 1.0,11. IL' a L' I 'AIL

bimi
Combining agencies' data systems is usually time consuming and expensive, and may be viewed

as both a barrier and disadvantage to coordination. The alternative, maintaining separate systems,

remits in problems in accessing data and is wasteful of resources If data must be entered more than

once. One reason for the problems that arise is that agencies often have different data needs for

eligibility determination, accountability, and performance measurement. In contrast to JTPA and welfare
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programs, employment service and vocational educational programs have no eligibility requirements and

generally have less complex data systems. Furthermore, agencies often use different computers and

define key terms (such as placements and terminations) differently. Therefore. Integrating different

agencies' systems and methods of service delivery often requires developing and maintaining new

procedures for operations, client flows, and information systems.

Magmtaxligl This project had problems with its management information systems. The
project staff found it difficult to pull together the data needed for planning and overseeing a
coordinated system serving JTPA, the employment service, and welfare recipients.

The Allegheny County Single Point of Contact Program. This program has had difficulty dealing
with three disparate computer systems: JTPA, welfare, and the employment service. The state
has attempted to maintain separate systems and link them at appropriate points, but the
program staff have found maintaining three systems very difficult.

Thtlutaloiegmeglakitounlanisamol&M. This Center provides intake end
assessment services to the local SDA, the employment service, the welfare department, and local
vocational education schools. The management information systems are incompatible, and the
center must frequently enter data multiple times. The Center also finds It difficult to share
information and track clients across agencies.

5. Potential inefficiencies pf Out-Stattoning Staff

In some coordination efforts, agencies maintain their base location and establish a presence in

the offices of other agencies. For example, the employment service might out-station staff at a SDA

office to provide labor exchange services and/or testing. Similarly, JTPA might station a staff member in

the employment service office to begin the application process. Although out-stationing has worked

effectively for some agencies, problems sometimes arise. For example, staff that are out-stationed might

be assigned a wider range ci duties than is reasonable, or the staff remaining at headquarters may be

smaller than is desirable. The out-stationing problems, however, should be put in proper perspective.

Without out-stationing, clients might be burdened with additional travel.

Slater/Marietta Service Integratim Pilot project. The Greenville County SDA agreed to out-
station staff In the rural Slater area. Out-stationing these staff, however, reduced staff availability
at the SDA's main location where excess demand already existed. After about a year, the SDA
decided to withdraw from the project because of the inefficiencies of out-stationing. Other
agencies experienced the same problem.

The Southwest Wisconsin Job Centers. This project did not have a large enough caseload to
justify full-time staff for some functions at Its Job Centers. To deal with this problem, some staff
spilt their time between two centers. Wide this move enabled them to provide services at all
centers, it is inconvenient both for staff and participants.
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B. Disadvantages to Clients

According to staff interviewed, few costs of coordination appear to be borne by participants. It is

evident, therefore, that coordinating agencies have been successful in simplifying a client's process of

obtaining employment and training services. Although meeting clients' needs remains the highest priority

of coordination efforts, a few disadvantages to participants still remain.

1. butanALAWifignidistana

One disadvantage Invokes the need for clients to complete additional forms to obtain assistance.

In Lorimer County, Colorado, the Job Ce vapors' Network of over a dozen organizations serves as a

`one-stop shop* for employers and provides job placement and job development services for each

organization's clients. Some participants complain about the need to complete additional forms. As part

of the Network, students of a local community college must register with the Job Service. As a result,

students must complete the Job Service registration form, which requires details on the applicant's

characteristics and finances. Before joining the Network, these students were not required to complete

this form or provide such detailed information.

2. Assinlakalsos
In some instances, coordination results in clients visiting more than one site for services. For

example, in Allegheny County's Single Point of Contact program for welfare recipients, some participants

have to go to another site for testing. This inconvenience is not significant because the other office is

only a few blocks away, and it is considered a minor problem compared with the benefits of

coordination. Moreover, in the absence of coordination the participants may have missed out on the

seMces entirely.

C. Summary

The majority of coordination efforts that were reviewed either had no disadvantages to

coordination or only minor ones. The most significant disadvantage by far is the amount of time and

effort required of agencies to plan for and sustain successful coordination. Most staff of coordinating

agencies view such meetings or other regular Interagency communication to be an unavoidable cost of
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coordinating seMces. Time spent on additional papefwork Is also a cost of coordination. Other

disadvantages to agencies Include loss of autonomy In decision making, the need to resolve interagency

conflict% and the need to maintain new data systems and procedures. Some of these disadvantages,

may be ameliorated over time, as agencies become more accustomed to dealing with one another and

possibly reduce the time needed to sustain coordination.
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CHAPTER 5

FACTORS THAT PROMOTE COORDINATION

This chapter discusses factors that promote coordination at the state and local level. It focuses

on those factors that are useful both in initiating and maintaining coordination. Throughout the

coordination projects analyzed for this study, many of the same factors are in evidence and play

important roles in promoting coordination. Many of the factors work in tandem with one another to

promote coordination. Some factors - such as high-level political support - are more Important than

others. None of the factors is essential, but most are Important to successful coordination efforts.

A. High-Level Political Support

1. At the Federal and State Levet

High-level political support is !dentified in many of the sites as an important factor in promoting

coordination. High-level political support is particularly Important from: (a) the governor, (b) cabinet

level officers and other high ranking state department administrators, (3) other statewide elected officials,

and (4) federal agency administraiors. Such support is important in defining the extent to which

state/local agencies develop coordination arrangements, providing incentives to coordinate and

disincentives for failing to coordinate, and resolving problems that arise when coordination is planned

and Implemented. High-level support can provide an important mandate for local officials to come

together to identify ways In which coordinationof services is beneficial and to give the extra effort

in resolving Ur issues and other cross-agency conflicts that almost inevitably arise when coordination

is initiated.

The Connecticut Job Connection. The governor and other high ranking state officials have been

strong advocates of increasing coordination to improm service to welfare recipients. The

governor has played a central role in shaping the Job Connection by making welfare reform a

personal priority, by designating the Department of Income Maintenance to be the lead agency,

and by making it dear that he expected other state agencies to cooperate. Later, when

retirements In the Department of Labor gave the governor the opportunity to restructure the

agency, he reiterated his commitment to coordinated service delivery by designating the

Department of Labor as the primary placement agency for the Job Connection as well as other

elements of the state's employment and training system. The governor chose a leadership team

that was phRosophically committed to consolidating service delivery and increasing the role of

their agencies in working with the Department of income Maintenance and its welfare recipients.

The appointees were new to the agency and free of the historical 'turf' battles. As one of the

appointees recalls: There was support for the idea of coordination in many agencies, but it was

not happening on its own. A high-level effort to promote it was needed.'
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In addition, the Department of income Maintenance Commissioner led a nationwide welfare
reform planning effort at the American Public Welfare Association, and in this position was
exposed to the leading thinking in the field. His national role is widely believed to have
sharpened his existing commitment to developing and implementing a program which would put
his state at the forefront of the welfare reform efforts.

New dampshire Employment and Training CI, Vet Om Roof". Ail respondents at the state and
local level agree that the leadership role taken by the governor was the key step in initiating
coordination. In 1987, the governor was head of the National Governors' Association, and it was
known throughout the state agencies that he wanted to be in the forefront of a variety of issues.
Welfare reform was one of them. The key leaders of all affected agencies were told that the
governor was personally committed to the effort, and that he was so serious that he wanted an
initial plan within two weeks. He got it.

ladmerSeguntangjomaniaog_lialaggliadol. There was strong emphasis on coordination
in the early 1980s from the governor's level on down. The governor placed strong emphasis on
integration of human services delivery. This created the right kind of climate for coordinating
JTPA and the Job Service (as well as other employment and training agencies). At the time that
Larimer's coordination project was getting started (in 1980-81), the governor wrote letters
supporting the project to the (Colorado) Secretary of Labor and to influential leaders in Larirner
County. The U.S. Depanment of Labor Regional OfficAst also strongly supported the coordination
effort in Larimer County.

la; It lit i .
t:10 '1 II :1111 h .11 . The

current state administration has strongly encouraged the employment service and ..ITPA to work
together and has taken several steps to foster coordination. The state's provision of Title Ill
funds to the SDA prior to the requirement to do so under EDWM enabled the Allegheny County
SDA to Integrate most services to dislocated workers under Title III and economically
disadvantaged adults under Title 0-A State-level support also helped the SDA and the Job
Service to reach an informal agreement where most TM recipients were enrdied in Title III
training.

Regbanyggim_lbitaf2intstigassaramgram. The governor initiated this program to
encourage coordination between JTPA and welfare at the local level. The governor's support for
this program, where ,.ITPA is the lead agency in providing training services for welfare recipients,
enabled SDAs such as Allegheny County to coordinate fully with welfare agencies.

New Jersey's 10.000 Graduates...10.000 Jobs Program. At the state level, a personal initiative on
the part of the governor and the top officials of the Department of Education and the Department
of Labor created a climate that was conducive to coordination. Among both the high-level
decision makers and the middle managers in both departments, there was a consensus that the
client population (I.e., disadvantaged at-risk, urban students) would be served most effectively by
a program that included dose ties to the private sector.

2. Support from Community Leader, at the Local Levet

Support from community leaders at the local level aiso encourages the establishment of

coordination. In some Instances - such as the *bottom-up' models of coordination discussed in Chapter

2 - county and city administrators, representatives of community-based organb.ations, local employers,

and trade union officials play a vital role in promoting coordination efforts. These local-level officials often

have the necessary knowledge of specific target populations and are aware of the opportunities to
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coordinate efforts across agencies at the local level to MVO clients better. In other cases where the

initiative for coordination filters down from the state level (i.e., "top-down coordination), local level officials

are often instrumentai in both the design and implementation process. As discussed in Section C of this

chapter (Important Role of Personalities"), the success of coordination efforts often hinges on the

strength of a few officials at the local level who are willing to take the risks involved In changing program

operations and make the necessary commitment of time to work with others to resolve difficult issues of

coordination.

jaalmerregunkamplgymenuogl jskibiglintigi. The PIC has played a very supportive and

participatory role in planning and promoting coordination of employment and training services in

the county. in addition, local officials within the SIM and Job Service as well as several iarge

employers in the county, have provided sustained support for the coordination effort

Allegheny County One Stop Shop. The county government played an important role in

encouraging coordination. For example, the county commissioners stressed the importance of

providing mental health services to JTPA participants and encouraged the Department of Mental

Health and Mental Retardation to work with JTPA.

B. Cooperative Attitudes among Managers and Staff at Agencies

In nearly all sites, a key factor in promoting coordination is the willingness of agency staffs to

work with one another. Agencies need to be willing to share information, work toward solutions to

problems, and compromise when necessary to promote the wider objectives of coordination. In some

instances, It is necessary to build trust among agency staffs over a considerable period ot time. This is

particularly the case where agencies have not worked together previously and coordination involves

integrated delivery of services to clients. For example, in some coordination projects one agency

provides training services and depends upon another agency to place clients in jobs. Staff providing the

training (who might have previously also placed clients in jobs) may be uncertain at the beginning

whether the other agency staff will fully understand the needs of referred clients and effectively place

them In jobs.

Allegheny Ceunty One Stop Shop. An Important factor In promoting coordination is the attitudes

of the key indNiduals in ail the organizations participating in the One Stop Shop. All of the key

staff appear genuinely interested in providing the best possible mix of services to clients rather

than preserving their own turf. Coupled with the fact that they all saw major gains to

coordinating and little to lose, the agencies have worked together to provide an integrated set of

services to clients.

Houston Prgiect jndependence 36.5. Good personal relationships between top leadership at the

Houston Job Training Partnership Council and the Texas Department of Human &Mites led to

effective initial planning and facilitated the resolution of problems that developed along the way.
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In addition, staff selected for the project were well-qualified and enthusiastic. None of the
agencies saw the project as a *dumping ground* for unproductive staff.

Southwegyisconsin J&I Centers. The moet important element promoting coordination at the
local level is the willingness of staff members of the Job Service and the PIC to integrate delivery.
Compared to other examples of coordination evaluated, this project is characterized by an
uncommonly high level of cooperation among local staff. This cooperation has resulted in the
program being viewed by state and local officials as very successful.

Pew Jersey's 10.000 Graduates...10400 Jobs Program. At the local level, the personalities of
individuals within the SDA and the local high school play an Important role. For example, in the
Asbury Park High School program, the coordination between the SDA's private sector
coordinator and the school's representative is extensive. Involving daily contact and sharing of
responsib: This arrangement has liourished In part because the two Individuals have gotten
along well and work so closely together. In discussions with each, they stress the importance of
keeping "open lines of communication? it is also evident that the close prodmfty of the SDA and
the high school (about one block apart) is important in keeping the two working very closely
together.

C. Important Rol* of Personalities

Many of those interviewed in the course of this study place strong emphasis on the

°personalities* involved in the coordination effort. In a few instances, a single person could be identified

who had a vision of how the local agencies should be coordinated and worked to realize this overall

goal. But in most instances, coordination results from the efforts of several individuals generally, the

administrative heads of state and local agencies (particularly the head of the SDA) who make

concerted efforts to see the planning effort through to the end and continue to provide time, resources,

and energy to resolve problems and maintain the effort. 77

litriMIL.CallgatiailMaiairlilihaill3klit A rePresentatIve of the Colorado
Department of Labor indicates that much of the success in the coordination between JTPA and
Job Service results from personalities. He argues that for coordination to work the personalities
of key decision-makers need to match. Coordination efforts in other counties in Colorado have
not been as successful as In Larimer County because of a failure of key individuals to get along.
The ability of the SDA administrator and the Job SWAP) manager to work together is particularly
important in Larlmer County. The coordination effort in Lerner Countygot off to a rocky start
because of resistance from the Job Semice manager. Only after this manager retired did the
effort to coordinate move alma smoothly. For coordination to work it is sometimes necessary to
get rid of °barrier personalities? A representative of the federal regional office echoes this
sentiment, indicating that a major reason for the success of Larimer County (and failure to
coordinate in other SDAs in the state and region) is local personalities.

D. Change In Agency Funding

Change in the level of agency funding generally decreases In overall funding or special funds

earmarked for coordination often provides an impetus for coordination.
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1. Decreases In Fundina and Funding Shortages as a Stimulus toPaordinstion

A decrease in funding sometimes provides a stiMI1U3 for one or more agencies to re-evaluate

current operations and identify ways to reduce casts Coordination with other agencies provides a

means to reduce costs, without decreasing services available to clients or overall agency performance,

through elimination of duplicate efforts and/or sharing of resources. Decreases in funding sometimes

provide a rationale for local program operators to discuss ways to continue to provide clients with

comprehensive, high-quality services.

The Connecticut Job Connection. Funding for many Connecticut hum, service and
employment and taining programs has been declining in recent years, ano both state and local
planners have been seeking ways to work with other agencies to combine funds or maintain
and/or build on current service offerings. Examples of the incentives to coordinate stemming
from funding Jecreases include:

The Job Connection does not have the funds to pay for skills training for welfare
recipients. Therefore, If such services are needed, Job Connection staff must
turn to JTPA or other vocational training programs.

The Bridgeport SDA has been actively seeking funding from state agencies to
make up for continuing cutbacks In Title II-A and Title II-B funding. The Job
Connection has been a source of these funds.

Allegheny Cfoonty Trade Adjustnent Assiglancricooranstion Project. With respect to
coordination of services under the TM initiative In the county, budget cuts for the employment
service made It difftcult for the employment service to provide the counseling and other
supportive services often needed by TM participants. The SDA had counselors on staff and it
made sense to use these counselors to serve TM participants. The current TM legislation
contains several provisions that encourage cooperation with JTPA: alternative sources of
funding are to be used to provide the training when possibie, TM training is limited to 104
calendar weeks, and TM participants can only receive one training program from TAA These
funding limitations pro; toted the use of JTPA Title III funds for TM participants.

latimitAtio. Cuts In funding for employment and training
services around 1980 (Mien coordination was just In its planning stages) provided some impetus
for agencies to coordinate. Cuts made agencies particularly interested in improving the
efficiency of services. For example, both JTPA and the Job Semice had job developers.
Coordination between the two agencies results in a more consolidated effort at job development
and placement. This reduces the duplication of effort for the two agencies and still provides as
many potential jobs. Further, the consolidation of these efforts reduces multiple contacts with
employers, saving time for employers.

%autriwest Wisconsin JO Centers. A significant motivation to coordinate resulted from budget
cuts in the Job Service that forced local areas to integrate efforts because they now had to do
the same or more work with fewer resources. For example, by integrating service delivery, job
development activities were split among JTPA and employment service staff. Each agency was
then able to artieve higher penetration with less money.
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2. New Progrsm Funds or Earmarking of Funds for Coordinak,

In some instances, coordination results from the availability of funds to initiate new programs that

involve coordination across agencies or by the availability of special funds earmarked for coordination.

ladmerSeQuotamplumitalaggiatimasnrkm. Because Larimer Cowry was one of the first
counties in the state to coordinate, It was a major recipient of Wagner-Peyser funds earmarked
for coordination. A JTPA official noted that while the additional funding was not a major
motivating factor for coordination, it heipbd support projects that *we could not normally fund, for
example, updating local labor market Information.°

The Connecticut Job ConDectIOrl. Bridgeport Jobs was easier to get off the ground than some
other Initiatives because it represented `new money° to the system, an addition to the regular
programming offered by JTPA, Job Service, and others and thus not a threat to replace their
funding.

Slater/Marlettg Service Integration Pilot Protect. The availability of federel funds through the
Service integration Pilot Project allowed the Slater/Marietta Human Services agency to organize,
open an office, and hire case managers and an administrative assistant.

New Jersey's 10.000 Graduates...10.000 Jobs Program. The existence of the eight percent funds
and the ability to use 20 percent of these funds for special projects was important At the time of
the development of the Initiative, the Department of Education was aware of these funds and
viewed them as a flexible source of funds for involving the SDAs in the schools.

E. Mutual Needs and Common Goals

Agreement across agencies on goals of coordination and commitment to achieving such goals is

important both for establishing and maintaining coordination. It is important for each agency to view

coordination as helping the agency achieve its basic goals. Ideally, all agencies within the arrangement

should receive some benefit from the coordination. As might be expected, agencies consider their own

self-Interest in joining such coordinated efforts. In many Instances, an important driving force behind

coordination is a commitment to serve the client and to achieve positive outcomes (e.g.. job placement

of clients).

lajmfamotamagymmurgMainjact. Interviewees place strong emphasis on the
importance of shared goals among agencies involved In the coordination. it is not only
Important to share common goals, but also to perform at roughly similar levels of competence.
According to one program official, in a coordinated arrangement, 'You don't want one
organization to drag the other one down' if it performs poorly. For example, when coordination
began there was fear that some agencies in the Job Network might not provide highly-qualified
candidates to meet the needs of employers. Agencies were concerned that they might be
*tainted° by the poor performance of other agencies. The commitment of the various agencies
within the Job Developers' Network to *quality, appropriate job placements' was vital to building
trust.

The Connecticut Job Connection. Coordination among the welfare and training agencies in
Connecticut has been fostered because of many Instances in which one agency has been able to
help others. For example, JTPA performance standards give Connecticut SDAs incentives to
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SOW large proportions of welfare recipients, and the Job Connection is a good source of these
clients. in addition, JTPA has strict iknfts on its abilky to provide supportive services. The
Department of Income Maintenance and the Department of Human Resources have the funding
to provide the MOMS It IS not surprising that In many places the Job Connection and JTPA
staff have developed informal cooperative agreements In which JTPA pays for training and the
Job Connection pays for transportation and day care.

New Hamoshire Emolovrrentod Training (*Under One Roon. Both state and local officials
indicate that coordination helps clients to achieve economic independence. In the words of one
official, If we don't coordinate, people won't get served MOT'

4lEfialanioa11l&LIfimcitiateLaQX00 JQ1atEmaffin The DePaftmenta ot Labor and
Education both view the program as beneficial. For the Department of Labor, the program
provides an opportunity to reach directly into the schools to assist disadvantaged students
before they drop out. It enables the Department to intervene with the students at a very earl;
point (as early as 9th grade) and to stay with the students through - and even after -
graduation. It also provides the Depsrtment with an opponunfty to introduce students to a
variety of em: 'oyment and training services (e.g., the employment service. JTPA). For the
Department of Education, the program provides an opportunity to draw on the expertise and
resources of the SDA and its linkages with local employers.

F. Environmental Conditions

Environmental conditions often play a significant role In promoting the establishment of

coordination across agencies, shaping the coordination arrangement, and/or determining the success of

coordination, important environmental factors include geographical characteristics, economic conditions,

and the existence of other programs with mandates to coordinate.

1. Geooraphical Characteristics

Coterminous boundaries of agencies make it easier to coordinate. For example, coordination

between a SDA and a welfare agency Is typically less complicated if the two agencies serve the same

area or one of the agencies service area is located within the other's. Coterminous boundaries reduce

problems of serving geographically-ineligible clients. They also enable agencies in the coordination effort

to design programs In the same manner throughout their service area.

In addition, self-contained labor markets and geographic areas - such as small towns and rural

areas -- appear to lend themselves better to coordination. In such areas, program administrators of

different agencies may be more likely to know one another and even be located within the same building

if job placement is a desired result of the programs. the agencies are likely to be working with the same

group of local employers.
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Alleaheny Couqty Twit Adjystment Aesistence Coordination Project. In recent years, the state
has reorganized the employment service regional structure so that the boundaries coincide with
SDA boundaries. This has helped to facilitate coordination between the employment service and
the SDA, particularly on the TM program.

latimmrainlilmsdaxameancLimininidardos. Because the countY has small-to-medium
sized cities, most employers and key individuals within the human service agencies know each
other. This makes It easier for the agencies (and employers) to work with one another. In
particular. key individuals within the community tend to be a part of various community groups
(including the PIC). When there is a need to coordinate, they look for opportunities to help one
another. The agencies involved in the coordination have coterminous boundaries. The travel
time within the SDA Is reasonable, so that those invoived In the coordination efforts can meet
easily.

2. Local Economic Factor,

in some instances, local economic conditions provide a direct stimulus to coordination and in

others, they provide a climate that is conducive to coordination. However, what might promote

coordination in one locality might retard it in another. For example, rapid growth of jobs in an area may

serve as a deterrent to coordination because agencies may not feel that they need one another to place

clients In jobs. In other localities, such growth may prove to be a stimulus to coordination because

agencies may be less guarded Elba, haring information about available jobs (i.e., they may not fear

losing a potential job placement to 'lent of another agency). Hence, while local economic conditions

most notably, the unemployment ra job growth, types of employers, types of available jobs, and

seasonal variations in jobs - affect ag miss' willingness to coordinate, it is difficult to predict the effect of

such conditions.

New Hampshire Employment and Trainino Minder One Roof). State officials believe that the
low unemployment rate in New Hampshire has helped to promote coordination. Programs like
..17PA that are required to serve the economically disadvantaged sometimes cannot find
participants when the economy is good, and thus must turn to other agencies to help identify
and refer them.

Larimer Cqunty Employment and Training_kettes. Certain environmental factors appear to
provide a climate conducive to coordination hi Lerner County. In recent years, there has been
sustained economic growth in the Ft. Collins area, with a number of large corporations
expanding operations or setting up new facilities in the area. As a result. there has 5een steady
job development - resulting In availability of jobs for clients. This factor has tended to reduce
the competition for job listings among various agencies in the area and has made agencies more
willing to coordinate. In fact, interviewees indicate that at times there seemed to be a scarcity of
qualified candidates to fill the available jobs.

Bagamerstesartfutostemaift The Houston Job Training Partnership Council, the lead
agency in this effort, recognizes that as the local economy grows and diversifies away from
deper,dence on the oll industry, a greater pool of skilled workers is needed. Welfare mothers
and their children need to be prepared to meet this need. To develop the necessary job skills to
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enter the increeeingly complex job market, welfare mothers r- ,1;-, training and support services
that no single agency can offer.

3. lbalalenuasigibiLftatinalti
The existence of other programs with mandates to coordinate - or the necessity to coordinate to

accomplish programmatic goals - Is often a stimulus to coordinate. One frequent complaint of SDA

administrators is that while JTPA Is mandated to coordinate with other programs, other programs do not

:ace a similar mandate. Hence. coordination of other programs with the JTPA program is often

dependent upon the wdlingness of state administrators and local officials of these programs to take the .

necessary steps to coordinate. However, in recent years with the Increasing emphasis placed on

providing integrated detivery of semices targeted on the specific needs of clients, some states have

increasingly stewed the importance of coordinagon.

IlieramisfgadAMSannection. The ability of the welfare and employment and training
agencies to coordinate in placing Connecticut welfare recipients is enhanced by efforts to
promote coordination within the State Department d Labor job training system. For example,
the Bridgeport SDA funds Job Service to do direct job placement of graduates of JTPA training
programs. In this instance, Job Service staff go to the sites where JTPA and Bridgeport Jobs
programs are held and work on placements In a way that gives both agencies credit for
placement.

New Hampshire EmPIMIESTA.Mid_biti01131.0d2L.Qmilgga The Passage of JOSS gave
impetus to project planning and implementation efforts. According to one weifdre official: The
requirements of the JOBS legislation have been pushing us forward. We need coordination to
get the kinds of support SONiCes that are required to implement JOBS, and we wanted to
implement JOBS as quickly as possible because of the services it would offer clients and the

extra money it would bring to the state.'

G. Previous History of Coordination

A previous history of working together is often cited as an important factor in agency

coortination. Some interviewees indicate that their agency has been working with other agencies since

the *old CETA days° and before. Having worked together on prior initiatives often meant that agency

staffs have a rapport and awareness of the other program's objectives and operations. Previous

involvement with another agency also tends to establish a foundation for future - and often more

extensive - coordination.

na.cannesakajs&Cignmko. The Connecticut welfare, Job Service, and CETA/JTPA
programs have a long history of working together, a situation that is widely credited with
facilitating coordination. Many Connecticut officials see the cursor-. Job Conlection project as
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an outgrowth of roles and relationships that have been evolving among income maintenance,
social services, and employment and training agencies for over a decade.

In addition, personal relationships among staff in differer agencies have been furthered because
staff have transferred from one agency to another. For example, a high-level Job Service official
had worked with the Job Connection while at the state planning agency, and the director of Job
Connection had worked with JTPA both in Massachusetts and Connecticut At the staff level,
many Job Connection workers are former employees of the Job Service.

New Hampahke Employment and Training Minder One Roof,. Planning and implementatior, of
this project was facilitated by close working relationships among many of the agencies that had
been developed In the past. For example, at the state level and in many localities, Job Service
and welfare staff had many years of collaborative experience through the WIN program.
Vocational Rehabilitation and Job Service staff lad "always worked closely, often sharing
facilities.

In addition, coordination between Job Service and JTPA has been facilitated by a number of
decisions to avokl competition that were made long before this project was initiated. For
example, the agencies agreed that the employment sefViCe would handle ail placement activities.

Allegheny cguntv Shale Point of Contact Program. Both the state and Allegheny County
governments have encouraged coordination across programs: this had a beneficial impact In
setting up the program. Moreover, many of the agencies involved in this program (i.e., JTPA, the
employment service, Offices of Vocational Rehabilitation, Mental Health and Mental Retardation,
and He Iptine) already worked together in the very similar One Stop Shop. Welfare officials In the
county were familiar with the county's employment and training program officiais and had
already developed a good working relationship with the JTPA staff prior to the implementation of
the program.

Adam/12(0W Coordination was facilitated by a history of the key agencies working together
on WIN and WIN Demonstration efforts, as well as previous use of Title XX Social Services and
Vocational Rehabilitation funding for welfare recipients.

Center for Youth Employment and_Training (QM). City of $t nut, Mjnnesota SDA. This
program, which serves about 4,000 clients a year, Involve iinkages between the SDA, St. Paul's
public school system, the Urban League, and the St. Paul Technical Institute. SDA staff serve as
the gatekeeper in this program, conducting eligibility determination, basic assessment, and job
referral. The fact that many of these agencies had been working together for so many years was
extremely helpful in promoting the coordination. Under CETA. the delivery system for the
coordinated arrangement was worked out. Over the years a feeling of 'trust and understanding°
developed, which has been particularly important in the continued development and maintenance
of coordination.

H. Mechanisms for Building Consensus/Resolving Conflict

Establishing appropriate mechanisms for building G.. nsensus and resolving conflicts facilitates

coordination. As discussed in the next chapter, one major harrier to =ordination is "turr and distrust of

the other agency. Mco interviewees point out that some conflicts and rivalries among agencies are

inevitable. To overcome these problems, 1 is important to develop procedures to deal with these issues.

Commonly cited examples include joint planning sessions, regular meetings, written contracts or

agreements that establish agency responsibilities, periodic evaluation of agency performance, and
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Involvement of higher level officials (e.g., state-level agency adminevors) to monitor progress and

resolve conflicts.

Those involved in coordination projects often point to the importance of conducting a series of

joint planning meetings to design the coordination effort in most instances, administrators and staff of

participating agencies meet to discuss the initiative - its goals, sources of funding, agency

responsibilities, service delivery, client flow, and the schedule for implementation. Collaboration with

other agencies often makes it necessary for each agency to alter internal procedures and lines of

authority. Finally, once the coordination effort is underway it is important for agency staffs to meet

regularly to evaluate overall performance, resolve problems and conflicts, and plan any changes to

enhance the effort.

i. :IL R.:, I Z=.1 1 A
As officials see it, there Is no

substitute for the considerable amount of time and effort it takes to get involved with officials of

other agencies. At the state level, the key planners have been meeting as a working group once

a week for several hours for more than 18 months. According to two agency officials:

...Everything takes time. it took more than three meetings before we could even

come up with a common definition of the term *placement`

It is the commitment in terms of time and effort that makes it work. We have been

meeting every Tuesday for two and a half years."

Additional Support for People in Retrainina and Education (ASPIFIE1. State of Maine. The active

high-level attention devoted to the program by the governor and commissioners of the two

agencies and their top staff has facilitated program planning and Implementation. The two

bureau directors and two ASPIRE coordinators meet once a week to go over progress and

problems, and the four of them meet with the two commissioners for a second meeting, also on

a weekly basis.

The Connecticut Job Connection. Support for the Job Connection *from the top° filtered through

a process that called for the active participation of all state and local agencies that would be

affected by it. Those responsible for planning and implementing the Job Connection used a

wide-ranging planning process that incorporated serious consultation with all affected state

agencies. along with representatives of many of their local affiliates. For example, suggestions

from JTPA helped shape the Department of Income Maintenance's Request for Proposals to

permit funding of private industry councils and other non-profit organizations.

Larimer County Job Developer's Network. Members of the Job Developers' Network have been

meeting once a month for the past seven years Issues and conflicts among agencies are

discussed and not allowed to fester.

Arizona Worksl. State officials believe that the presence of ail relevant organizations In a single

umbrella agency facilitated efforts to promote coordination - but the presence of such an

umbrella agency did not automatically mean that all coordination problems were solved. The

Arizona Works! planning process was built upon previous experience with a welfare grant

"The estimates of how lung the project working group had been meeting varied from one and a half to

two and a half years.
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diversion program in the state, a planning process in which all affected parties were involved
from the start and had an opportunity to express their concerns and help shape the program.

Yolo Count/. California GAIN (Greater Avenues for Igdepenslencel. There was preparatory work
with the staff of JTPA and welfare so that the local staffs got together and overcame negative
attitudes. There was a one-week cross training program developed by the top three managers
from both welfare and JTPA, stressing sensitivity about values as well as information about goals
of agencies.

I. Co-location of Facilities

in some sftes, co-location of facilities has been a factor in both sustaining and expanding

coordination. Co-location permits both more formal and informal contact among staff from agencies.

For example, one interviewee found that he learned about the other program's operations almost through

`osmosis; during informal discussions at coffee breaks and lunch. In this way, agency staff expand their

knot. 'edge of other programs and identify opportunities for more extensive coordination. Additionally,

close personal contact tends to break down some of the barriers of mistrust that often evist between

agencies (see discussion on uturfisnf in Chapter 6).

Co-location also provides a climate more conducive to cross-agency integration of service

delivery, it provides programs with the opportunity to directly link operations, so that separate agency

staff work side-by-side and client services are fully (or partially) Integrated. For example, JTPA and

employment service staff might work side-by-side with clients going through the same Intake process.

whether referred to the JTPA program for training or the employment service program for job placement

Orientation and career counseling might be provided jointtf by the two agencies.

larimer County Erpployment and Trainim Sent," Co-location has been an Important part of
the coordinated effort in Larimer and has made it possible for the relationships between the Job
Service and JTPA to expand. Co-location has enatled the staff at both agencies to learn about
each other's programs (particularly relating to ths operational aspects of the programs) and to
work closely with each other to expand the coordination.

Hendon Pmject indocendence 365. Co-location is cited as a factor in helping the operating staff
to become a team. A significant benchmark was reached when the staff asked for common
stationery reflecting their new identity.

latrappostigajgkQgfinegaign. Coordination among the different components of the Job
Connection is furthered by out-stationing staff at thts Department of income Maintenance offices.
thereby promoting face-to-face contacts between the staffs of different agencies. For example, in
Bridgeport a Job Service staff person Is permanently out-stationed at the welfare office, and
Bridgeport Jobs staff come to the welfare office to help their clients apply for welfare and/or
register for the Job Connection. As a Bridgeport Jobs administrator put it:

...We do what we can to make it easy for our clients to get into the welfare system. We
walk our clients through ail of the necessary steps: we walk them through the income
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maintenance worker, and through the Job Connection case manager. We do what it

takes to make things happen.

IbitliageSauntamdmatitainbafaxam. The Na Pa County EmPloyment Training
program provides `one stop shopping" for a wide array of employment, training, job placement,

and support services for about SOO clients per year. Case managers from a variety of programs

In Napa County are co4ocated in a junior high school, including representatives of the school

district, adult education program, economic development, the agency for the aged, the
community college, chNd care referral service% and SOWSl other agencies. With staff from the

various agencies working at the same location, dient SerViCeS are coordinated across programs

and there is much communication between staff of the various agencies

J. Effective Performance

if successful, coordination tends to create its own momentum, often leading to additional effons

to link agency operations. Improved outcomes (e.g., job placements), reduced costs (e.g., elimination of

duplicate services), decreased losses of clients during referral, and other positive results from

coordination tends to reinforce the commitment of agencies to the overall effort. It is important for each

agency to feel that the other agencies are contributing to the overall effort and effectively serving the

client Favorable feedback from users (especially clients and employers) and administrators with

oversight responsibility is important to sustahing coordination.

jannarrdauntagt jayggpaitBabigits. Positive feedback from both the clients and
employers has helped to sustain and expand the coordination of various agencies involved in

employment and training in Larlmer County. At first, the agencies involved in the Job

Developers' Network were somewhat reluctant to share job information and even to participate In

the Network. But as the positive feedback about the Network (particularly from employers) grew,

each agency's staff became more and more confident about the Network. This positive feedback

was accompanied by continued strong performance in job placements by each agency and by

an ability to share placement credit. Hence, success has provided an impetus to continuing and

expanding the Network.

K. Other Factors Promoting Coordination

1. Sustained Effort and Tenacity

Coordination is likely to encounter significant barriers both at the time of initiation and once the

effort is fully implemented. Several interviewees emphasize the importance of persistence and tenacity.

liEdr.±111MONLIILLOILCU.ngeribaggn. One state official Points out that
problems inevitably come up in any effort to bring about change in interagency relationships, and

the key to getting the job done is tenacity - ustleidng with it' after the initial Impetus for

coordination has dissipated. As he put it, 'There was minor distrust among the agencies when

we first met, but it disappeared as we worked together over time."
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2, Pilot-testing of Coordination

Pilot-testing of coordination initiatives, particularly those that are statewide, can be a significant

factor in reducing implementation problems and conflicts among agencies.

New jiampshire Employment ang Tialning Minder One Roan. Ail aspects of the initiative were
pilot-tested at one or more local sites before they were implemented statewide. This approach is
credited with insuring that the specific components are feasible operationally as well as
conceptually.

3. Ihniting.5.1111

Restricting the scope of coordination efforts - both in terms of the number of agencies involved

and the complexity of the arrangement - can sometimes be effective in reducing design and

implementation problems. This, in turn, may lead to faster and more problem-free start-up. Later, when

the initiative Is operational, changes can be made to expand the scope of the coordination.

.Naw.hamintiaarnamuniatinclininta.ainster.Dnthaga The fact that the governor's
initiative did not involve new legislation or new money minimized the likelihood that turf battles
would come up among the staff or the supporters of the participating agencies.

4. re2nualainakamificeublicAbSALICILOSSERIADIalll

in some instances, the establishment of coordination between agencies may be the direct result

of complaints from the public or key community groups. Agency clients and/ or groups that represent

clients may complain that lack of coordination results in uncertainty about where to access services or

unnecessary waste of time invcAved in the referral process. Additionally, employers, trade union officials,

and other community groups may complain about multiple points of contact and lack of responsiveness

from various agencies providing employmem and training services.

lidnerSgliolLigkankeideggitkletamt The driving force behind the establishment of the Job
Developers' NeNroric was complaints by employers that they were receiving too many calls from
various agencies concerning availability of jobs. Prior to the establishment of the Network, each
agency (about 15 or so) had its min in-house job development capacity. This resulted in
muttiple contacts with the same employers, as well as competition for job listinge. Agency
officials felt there was considerable duplication of effort and that the employers were not being
well served by the arrangement The Network provides greater number and variety of jobs, as
well as a wider group of potential job applicants - resulting in a tatter ft between the job
requirements and potential applicants. Further, each of the agencies can transfer some of its
efforts on job development to other program activities, such as better assessment of the needs
of clients.
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A variety of factors are instrumental In both initiating and maintaining coordination. Many of

these factors are found across the sites examined In this study, though no single factor is essential to the

success of coordination. Many of the factcrs work together to promote coordination. Some factors,

though, are particularly important: high4evel political support a previous history of working together,

mutual needs and common goals across coordinating agencies, and mechanisms for budding consensus

and resolving issues that may arise.



CHAPTER 6

BARRIERS TO COORDINATION

Most coordination efforts encounter some barriers d ring planning and implementation. These

barriers involve leoal requirements, at the federal or state level, adrnipistrative ar.angements and program

regulations, and gtber factors, such as "turf and 'personality' issues. Turf and personality issues are

present In many of the coordination efforts reviewed, particularly those that are less successful in their

coordination. In our review of the coordination literature, turf issues are almost always cited as a barrier

to coordination. We suspect that turf and personality problems are major factors in most coordination

efforts We do not cover turf and personality issues in detail below because the stories are similar in

most sites. When these bafflers are overcome, it is usually because of the transfer or retirement of one

or more officials who oppose coordination, or because the Individuals involved in the effort teamed to

trust each other more over time.

A. Legal Bar Tien

State and federal laws are not often mentioned as major bafflers to coordination between JTPA

and other programs. Specific legal barriers are discussed below.

1. Eligila Pity flutrIctiont

..ITPA and many other human service programs have restrictions on who can be served. These

restrictions include categorical ellgibilfty requirements (e.g., 90 percent of Title ii-A participants must be

economically disadvantaged) and residency requirements (e.g., Title II-A participants must live in the SDA

providing the services). Programs coordinating with JTPA often have different eligibility requirements

and/or serve a different geographical area. If ..ITPA or other program funds are used to serve ineligible

participants, the organization may have its expenditures disallowed during an audit and be require(' to

reimburse the government for the program.

Houston Project ingeoendejtce 365. This welfareniTPA coordination effort encountered both
eligibility and geographical barriers. Welfare recipients who left the welfare rolls because of
employment, due to sanctions, because their youngest cMd reached 17, or for other reasons
would ordinarily have been terminated from the program immediately. To avoid Interruptdng the
provision of services, the state welfare department waived this requirement; welfare recipients
who left AFDC remained In the program after cash benefits ended. Geographical problems arose
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because the SDA served only the city of Houston, but the welfare program served all of Harris
County. Independence 365 initially served non-city residents under a waiver, but after the county
SDA objected, the program was restricted to city residents.

BjgbjEtjAlsaglifiglicalmainlignadjog. This project involves coordination between the Job
Corps and the local Title ii-A program. In serving youth under contract to the SDA, the Job
Corps has to be careful to observe the Title il-A eligibility requirements and the SDA's
boundaries. The Job Corps center does not have to worry about these issues in its regular
program.

2. Restrictions on Uses of Funds

in several of the coordination efforts reviewed, staff indicate that state laws present problems in

implementing desired coordination efforts. To overcome these problems special laws are sometimes

passed or waivers aro granted.

Ihtrigiinggirdit Jgb_car_ngagni . This statewide program is unable to provide state welfare
funds to SDAs on a sole-source basis because the State Attorney General nied that such
funding violated state law. Thus, SDAs are forced to bid competitively, sometimes against their
own service providers, if they wish to participate. This barrier remains, and the SDAs sometimes
find themselves bidding against their service providers.

Weld reounty. Coloradq. Weld County had to get waivers from the U.S. Department of Labor and
enact state laws to operate its AFDC-JTPA coordination agreement The special actions were
needed so that the welfare agency could make mandatory referrals to JTPA, require welfare
recipients with children as young as six months old to participate, and to rebate some of the
welfare grant money savJ to JTPA.

Maine ASPIRE Program. This program found that state law prohibits contracting between the
state Depaitment of Human Services and other agencies including JTPA. Thus, the written
documents between the Department of Human Services (DNS) and JTPA are referred to as
*agreements* rather than contracts.

3. re2flikliniMY

Most states have confidentiality requirements to protect the rights of welfare recipients.

Individuals with mental health problems, the disabled, offenders, and other groups. In many states, these

laws present few problems if consent can be obtained. In some states, however, confidentiality

restrictions restrict the fiow of information about potential participants to JTPA programs.

Inaltatailmmauggataktmsommum. This non-profit organization operates New
Hampshire's JTPA programs. Because of its status. It is more difficult to transmit information
about participants from state agencies (such as the employment service and welfare) to JTPA.
Although the state found this to be a barrier. It did not create major problems.

IhelerdaniSmain Buren FIQ Hard-to-Serve Projesl. This project overcame confidentiality
barriers by asking welfare recipients to sign consent waivers when they applied to the program.
Most of the coordination efforts reviewed were able to overcome confidentiality problems by
obtaining permission from the participants to share their records.
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B. Administrative Barriers

We refer to barriers that result from federal or state regulations, operating procedures, and

program philosophies as administrative barriers to coordination. In some instances it is harder to

overcome these barriers than legal barriers - a law can be passed to get around legal restrictions, but

there Is often no easy way to reconcile different program philosophies and goals. A certain amount of

administrative resistance is often unavoidable in coordination efforts. Each of the programs has a

different legislative history and mandate; If the goals and methods to be used completray coincided, there

would be no need for separate programs.

1. Obtaining Ccedft for Seryjcee ,and Remo

JTPA and other human service programs are accountable to various oversight bodies, and they

generally must provide evidence on their performance. Although most employment service and welfare

programs do not have formal performance sandards systems shrilar to the system used in JTPA, thcy

are often gauged on outcomes, such as placements or levels of service Programs are reluctant to refer

participants to other agencies if they will not receive credit for positive outcomes. Thus, obtaining due

credit is important to the programs.

The Nebraska Job Program and Project Power. These programs, which provide coordinated
services to older Americans, are funded by state three-percent funds. Coordinations facilitate
resource sharing between the SDAs, Area Agency on Aging programs, vocational education, the
employment service, the Department of Social Services, and the Senior Community Service
Empioyment Program. Under current state Agency for the Aging and JTPA rules, only one
program can obtain credit for a placement and this reduces the incentive to cooperate with
other participating agencies.

The Connecticut Job Connection. This effort which involves coordina.ion between JTP41 and the
State Department of Income Maintehance, does not provide opportunities for more than one
agency to receive placement credit. Some of the Job Connection staff believe that this fosters
competition to 'steal clients° to obtain placement credit rather than work cooperati.ely.

DijamEranaisajleagen. This Network initially experienced some problems
similar to those in Connecticut The resistance subsided as the agencies worked together and
began to trust one another, to recognize that job listings would be shared equitably among
agencies and that participating agencies would send appropriate listings.
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2. pifilculties in Workina with Staff from Other Awe let

By definition, coordination requires staff from various agencies to Interact. This Interaction can

result in barriers to achieving coordination because of dffferenotma in agency missions and lack of

familiarity with other programs. These probiems are frequently mentioned in the JTPA coordination

literature.

a. Different Aaencv Malone

One common probiem is that agencies often perceive (correctly) their missions to be different.

The problem is not simply that SDAs all have a 'JTPA philosophy* while the employment service and

welfare agencies have different orientations. Rather, each state and local program often has its own

philosophy regarding which clients should be served, how they should be served, and how success

should be measured. To some extent these differences are shaped by the authorizing legislation, the

manner in which performance is measured in different programs, and the groups that provide oversight

to the programs.

JTPA is often described as being 'performance-driven.* because of the emphasis on performance

standards and the irwolvement of the private sector through the PiCs. The employment service generally

emphasizes finding workers for employers, and welfare programs have widely varying philosophies and

missions. Other differences include relative emphasis on social services versus employmont and training;

viewing participation in employment and training activities as a requirement, an entitlement, or an option;

and the importance of cost considerations. When agencies with different philosophies or missions try to

coordinate, the differences can create barriers.

Malealrja.ergarem. The state welfare agency emphasizes participation rates in gauging
success, while JTPA is more concerned with placements as a measure of success. Under the
new JOSS program. welfare agencies will have to meet participation requirements, so this
differen4A in emphasis between JTPA and welfare agencies may become more common in the

future. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services will not establish performance
standards for JOBS for several years.

The Neyegje JOIN Community Work Experience Prooram. This program had to deal with several
conflicting ideas between the welfare department and the SDA. The welfare agency did not
consider absenteeism from the program to be a major problem, but the SDA was concerned with
the enrollment of individuals who were not interested in receiving training. The problem was
resoL ; by giving the SDA the right to veto the enrollment of participants who were not
committed to the program. The two agencies also had different philosophies on the length of
training programs. The welfare department wanted training to be short so that welfare recipk ts
could be placed in a job quickly, but the SDA preferred longer courses. This issue was resolved
by the SDA acceding to the welfare department's perspective.
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The Kirkerood Commurdy Qgliege Training_Prgarem in Cedar Repids. Iowa. This iprogram had
potential conflicts because of performance standards. The college wished to enroll participants
in long-term training programs, but the local SDA was concerned about keeping costs low to
meet performance standards.

INLQQamsliguLl2bSizamsajo. This program hag faced problems because of JTPA's concern
with performance standards. The welfare agency prefers long-term training supplemented by
supportive services, but the state's SDAs are concerned with keeping costs down and meeting
performance standards

The diversity in missions and goals sometimes promotes coordination rather than acts as a

barrier. For example, In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania and Southwest Wisconsin, agencies

acknowledge their different specialties and areas of expertise and dMde the work accordingly. For

example, in Allegheny County the employment service specializes In placements and JTPA specializes In

training. In both Allegheny County and Southwest Wisconsin, the presence of JTPA performance

standards played a role in determining which welfare participants receive employment and training

services through JTPA.

b. Lack of Famillarittand Knolt Woe About Other Fromm

When program begin the coordination process, agency staff sometimes lack familiarity with

other programs. Human service programs face different statutory requirements for eligibility, reporting.

service delivery, geographical coverage, and definition and measurement of performance. In addition,

each program is affected by its history and leadersNp. Finally, different programs use key terms such as

*placement` and lenn;aation° differently. Ignorance of these factors can make coordination, at whatever

level, difficult The problems can be especially severe when the coordination involves extensive

interactions between the programs, e.g.doint enrollment, service Integration, joint funding. and co-

location. Some cites recognize the potential barrier of working with another program and conduct cross-

training before problems emerged.

TheliffitilitnitinshittditQuigggiftathablinglEgginm. This dislocated workers Program
involves coordination between the Governor's Office of Community and industrial Developthent
(which includes JTPA), the employment NM* and vocational education. Staff from other
agencies did not have a dear understanding of JTPA, and about nine months of working
together were required before the other programs understood "the language ci JTPA.*

IlitHameloWQ1Lhilninalma=tiamfo21:ta This demonstration Prolect in Delaware,
funded under the McKinney Act, Involves coordination of JTPA and the state's Department of
Heath 'id Social Services. Staff report that it required a significant period of adjustment to learn
about ch other's programs.
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The Allegheny County Trade Adjustment Assistance Comfination Project. Agency administrators
recognized that lack of familiarity of the employment service and SDA staff with each others
programs was likely to create barriers to successfully using the SDA to provide training to TM
eligibles. Before the project started, the agencies conducted cross-training, so that workers in
each agency wnuld be familiar with how the other program operated.

3. nififfitagi421319hiSializinsiatinifiLE121101M1

in many states, the local districts used for various programs are not the same. For example, a

state may have different types of districts for ..ITPA, the employment service, vocational education,

secondary education, postsecondary Aducation, vocational rehabilitation, welfare, and economic

development. This often creates bafflers to coordination because an SDA wishing to coordinate with one

or more of these agencies will have to deal with several local offices from the same department.

Moreover, the other agency will have to deal with the issue of coordinating only part of its program with

JTPA. The differing boundaries typically result from historic accidents programs were established at

different times and the enabliN legislation has different requirements for establishing local districts.

jiguston Project independence 366. Differences in geographical boundaries created problems
for this weifare4TPA coordination effort. Geographical problems arose because the SDA served
only the city of Houston. but the welfare program served ail of Harris County. This project
initially served non-city residents under a waiver, but after the county SDA objected, the program
was restricted to city resUents.

liew_damobirilioder_Dringa. Different boundaries for programs created minor problems for
the coordination effort. For example, a local vocational rehabilitation supervisor had to
participate on two implementation teams because his jurisdiction covered two welfare and JTPA
districts.

Texas Regional PlannimPjoject. The State of Texas divided the state into 24 regional planning
districts for its project to encourage regional planning. Because Texas has different districts for
many of its programs, some individual planning districts had difficulties coordinating across
agencies at the regional level.

4. ! 'A L'. . 1 II "JUL .

One of the most frequently encountered barriers to coordination is the irmnsistency in data

collection and management across programs. The strict eligibility requirements and performance

standards system are driving factors in JTPA data collection. The employment service and vocational

education programs are open to ail and generally have less complex data collection systems. Welfare

programs sometimes have different concerns, including complete documentation of attendance for

enfoxing mandatory participation in some cases. SDAs, which are subject to administrative cost limits,
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often find the paperwork burden of dealing wtth welfare agencies to be particularty frustrating. Other

human service programs are sometimes frustrated by the documentation required for determining JTPA

eligibility. In many states, management information system problem are confounded because the

programs use different computers and often define key terms (such as placements and terminations)

differently.

Responses to these data barriers vary. In some instances, common Or linked data systems are

developed, but this is often expensive and time consuming. In other cases, programs maintain separate

systems and have to enter the same data into both systems. As noted above, problems with

incompatible computer systems are very common. Because these problems are often not overcome,

they are sometimes reported as costs of coordination as well as barriers.

The Middiesex_Countv. New Jersey Reisrettflogram. This program involves coordination
between JTPA and the welfare department JTPA staff find the paperwork requirements for
serving welfare recipients to be frustrating. To meet requirements for sanctioning, documentation
has to be completed each time a REACH client does not show up for scheduled services.

ArizargitigElgg This project has encountered problem; with its management information
systems. The project finds it difficult to pull together the data needed for planning and
overseeing a coordinated system sewing JTP& the employment seMce, and welfare recipients.

IbILAillighenagillitaiDaiLegiligtreginagiELVIM This Program has exPerlenced difficulty
dealing with three draparate computer systems: JTPA. welfare. and the employment cervice.
The State has attempted to maintain separate systems and link them at appropriate points, but
program staff has found dealing with three separate computer systems to be very difficdt.

IbILluisaintegralecLIniaaatimentSanlet This Center Provides intake and
assessment services to the local SDA, the employment service, the welfare department and the
local vocational-technical schools. Because of incompatible management information systems,
the Center must frequently enter data twice, and finds It difficult to share information and track
clients across agencies.

5. Incompatible Proceduyes

Procedures tha: work well for a program prior to a coordination effort occasionally become an

impediment when coordination IS undertaken. For example, JTPA restrictions on supportive services and

administrative costs might make certain procedures used by other agencies infeasible under JTPA. In

other cases, different agencies may simpq use alternative assessment procedures or tests, and unless

the systems are made compatible. coordination will be difficult.

Houston Project LociageodengcM. This project experienced difficulties because the welfare
department used a different basic skills test than the employment service. The test used by the
employment Service provides lower grade-equivalent ratings than the welfare department's test,
and many of the welfare participants referred to the training program by the welfare department
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were rejected for having too low a reading level. To accommodate the concerns of JTPA and
the welfare department, the employment service agreed to retest low scorers and not
automatically reject referrals who scored low on the test.

This project also experienced difficulties because the welfare department required written
documentation of every meeting with a welfare recipient. After some negotiation, an agreement
was reached where JTPA staff dki not have to document every contact.

She Reach-Up Program in Vermnt. This statewide program provides employment and training
and support services for welfare recipients. Initially, the SDA and the welfare department had
different regulations and policies for paying for transportation and child care. The programs had
to revise their policies so that common poilcies were used in the two agencies.

6. Lona-Term Leases end Space Limitations

Coo.dination efforts that involve co-location can have problems during the transition period

because of long-term leases held by one or more of the agencies. Breaking the lease may be expensive

or lead to an audit exception. A related problem is that if the space where the agencies are to co-locate

is already occupied by one of the agencies, here may not be enough room to accommodate the

newcomers as well as the resident agency.

N ir if at r :11t: L i This statewide initiative
in New Hampshire includes the goal of co4ocating JTPA. the employment service, and the
welfare department. In exploring how to achieve this goal, however, state officials discovered
that many agencies had five or more years remaining on leases and that suitable locations were
prohibitively expereive because of oscalating real estate costs. In the short run at least. New
Hampshire has concluded that "under one roor should be considered a long-term rather than

immediate goal.

The Allegheny County Job Centere. The Job Centers represent an effort by the employment
service to make services of other human service programs, Including JTPA and the welfare
depart-aent, available at employment service local offices. Because local employment service
offices were not provided with additional funding. the local offices had to reduce the space
devoted to employment service activities. Resistanze faded over time, however, as this was seen
as a way to provide better service for clients.

7. Lines of Authority

in coordinated effosts where staff from two or more agencies are co-located, there is a potential

for problems to arise when some staff are supeMsed by indtviduals from another agency. In the

Southwest Wisconsin Job Centers and the Allegheny County One Stop Shop and Single Point of Contact

programs, co-location of employment service, welfare, and JTPA staff create the potential for line of

authority problems, but staff in these projects reported that problems have not surfaced. We mention it

here because it could be a barrier in other coordination efforts.
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6ileglIenv County Single Point of Cgntact Program. In this program, where JTPA assumes
authority for providing employment and training activities for welfare recipients, one of the center
directors is an employee of a non-pro(it organization under contract to the SDk Some of the
staff under her direction are state employment service workers. If one of the employment service
workers required disciplinary action, she could not take action directly-, she would inform the
employee's supervisor in the employment service.

C. Other Bafflers

In addition to legal and administrative barriers to coordination, there are several other bafflers

that can thwart coordination efforts. The most common of these problems is what is generally referred to

as 'turf L..sues officials are fearful or simply unwilling to yield their authority over their programs

because they fear they will lose some of their functions or possibly be absorbed by the other agency. A

second type of barrier is a clash of personalities. Sometimes officials in one agency or another simply

do not get along with one another, and under such circumstances coordination is difficult. Other barriers

that fail into this category include lack of political support for coordination, staff fear of job loss, fear of a

diminishing of agency image or measured performance, and the significant time and effort required to

plan and sustain coordination.

1. Fur of Loss of Aaermy Autonomy or Function

This is a very common barrier to coordination efforts. Even officials who could clearly see the

benefits to coordination are often fearful of yielding their authority to another agency. in many cases,

however, the turf issue diminishes over time as the agencies see that there is no threat to their existence

and that the coordination can be bemfficial.

New Hamashire Employment. Traininst and Welfare ftinder_OPe_Booti. Ir, thls state Initiative to
coordinate JTPA, the welfare department, and the employrnerre service, some JTPA staff were
reluctant to move to employment service offices because of fear they might lose their autonomy
and identity. There was a fear of being °engulfed by another agency.'

gamesalguljskritganstign. There was fear among both welfare and JTRA staff that tbe new
program might replace existing programs run by the agencies.

YAL.Q2110M.SailldlikLOM.ELZUMM. ibis Program, which is targeted on welfare recipients,
led to fears in Yolo County that JTPA would be a captive to the welfare system. State legislation
makes GAIN highly prescriptive, and JTPA staff felt that It interfered with local autonomy.
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2. .12121aNsiOnastatlis

This barrier is sometimes related to the barrier of different missions and operating styles. JTPA

programs often emphasize measured performance, and other agencies, especially some welfare

agencies, sometimes view the provision of all appropriate services as an entitlement. Another problem

that sometimes arises, although less frequently, is that one agency MI view its collaborators as "overly

bureaucratic," making it frustrating to work with them.

New Harroubjre Urger One Roof. For the most part, distrust of the other agencies involved in
the coordination effort has not been a problem. Some staff, however, express concerns about
the approaches of the other agencies. For example, some welfare staff were concemed that
JTPA was only looking for the easy l'success stades' end not interested in providing all the
supportive services needed. Some JTPA staff felt that the welfare staff were not concerned
enough about Igacing the welfare recipients in jobs.

JaLuiyincirient These Centers in Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky, provide common
intake for JTPA, the ernoloyment service. vocational education, and vocational rehabilitation.
One barrier that has been encountered 13 that some employment service staff view JTPA staff as
intedopers who have not yet proven themselves in the employment and training field.

3. Lack of OwnershiR

Government agencies generally take pride in :heir leadership in areas of expertise. Coordination

efforts face problems if one or more of the agencies is considered only a service provider or junior

partner rather than a full partner in the enterprise. This does not mean that ail agencies have to be equal

partners, but they generally prefer to feel that they are a partner whose expertise is respected and that

they play an active role in overseeing the program or at least the parts of the program relating to their

specialty.

113e.rdonnecticulAgSamestion. Although JTPA staff believe that there were no major barriers

to courdination in this state welfare employment and training initiative, some JTPA staff indicated

that they were sometimes viewed more as a service provider than a partner in the effort.
Contributing to this problem, there was no neutral council or body that could be convened where

ail parties could present their views.

New Hamashire Linder9ne Etoof. In this coordination effort, the state trained local office staff
directly and left out middle management during the demonstration phase of the project. When
the state later attempted to implement the program on a statewide basis, middle management
did not feel it was pad of the system, and their lack of training made it difficult for them to guide

local staff.

Utah Custom Training for Economic Growth (UCTEG). The program uses JTPA eight percent
funds, Cad Perkins vocational educational education funds, and state funds to provide custom
training for employers. During the first phase of the program, the award process was managed
by the state vocational education office, with littie input from local SDAs where the training took

place. The SDAs felt that they had too small a role In determining the training that took place
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within their boundaries, and they are now consulted directly before awards are made within their
jurisdictions.

4. Lack cg Political or Administrative Support

Just as political support can serve as a major factor in promoting coordination, the lack of such

support or hostility to coordination can be a significant barrier. The lack of support may come from an

elected offict.i.., such as a mayor or governor, or someone in an administrative position. In several of the

coordination efforts reviewed, coordination improved when recalcitrant officials vacated their positionsor

were overruled by their superiors.

leiltbYlEittillg291111.42breentars. The Job Centers concept, which involves co-location and
serVICe integration by the employment service and JTPA, was a local initiative. The concept
received strong support from the state JTPA office, which has provided financial support as well,
bi it mid-level employment service officials were not supportive and made it difficult for
employment service staff at the local level to share data.

Nleaherry Rontv One Stop Shop. Single Point of Contact,And Track, Aglustment Assistance
reggglbatigiLeateg. Allegheny County now coordinates with the employment service in serving
dislocated workers and the economically disadvantaged through the One Stop Shop, welfare
recipients through SPOC, TM recipients through an informal agreement, and job seekers
through the employment service job centers. The two agencies have staff co-located for all
these efforts. However, until a change in the governorship resulted in a new employment service
head, the Allegheny County SDA had difficulty developing these coordination efforts with the
employment service because coordination with JTPA was given a low priority.

5. Tipne Reouired to Plan and Implement Coordipatign

Virtually all the staff we spoke with indicated that coordination requires a great deal of time, not

only during the planning stages, but also to sustain the coordination. Additional meetings involving all

the coordinating agencies are generally required, with the frequency ranging from weekly to monthly or

"as needed.° Although the need fc! such mernings might be viewed 93 a barrier, most people

characterize the need for meetings as a disadvantage of coordination (see Chapter 4).

D. Summary

All of the successful coordination efforts that were reviewed encountered some barriers to

coordination. The most common barriers are 'tuff issues and ignorance or dislike of the philosophy or

operations of other agencies. We suspect that these barriers play a significant role in thwarting many

potential coordination efforts before they are seriously considered. These barriers are generally
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overcome in the successful projects by getting to know and understand the other agencies involved. In

many successful examples of coordination, the key agency staff know each other well before

coordination efforts are undertaken; in other cases, pressure from the governor or an agency head force

agencies to work together while staff get to know each other's programs.

Legal issues are not commonly cited as barriers. In some cases, special legislation or waivers

are required to help the agencies coordinate. Administrative barriers emerged at a number of agencies.

Porticos the most common administrative barrier is that the agencies have different perspectives on

performance and services to clients. In the past year, the Department of lAbor has sought to encourage

services to the hard-to-serve while retaining the performance standards system. To some extent this

strategy may help welfare programs coordinate with the JTPA system as the high-priority target groups

become more simiar.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the preceding chapters, we synthesized the varied experiences of state and local agencies

coordinating JTPA programs with other programs. In most of the 60 coordination proji -Is examined,

both through telephone interviews and on-site case studies, program administrators reported that the

benefits of coordination substantially outweigh the costs and disadvantages. ibis assessment, i.e., the

returns to coordination are generally positive, is consistent with findings from other studies, and provides

a strong rationale for agencies at the federal, state, and load levels to take steps to promote

coordination.

This chapter provides recommendations based on our research that can be undertaken at the

federal, state, and local levels of government to overcome barriers and further promote coordination

between JTPA and other programs. We present steps that could be taken under current law, as well as

those that would require changes in current legislation or regulations.

We recognize that coordination should be viewed as a means to Improving the performance of

human service programs, not an end in Itself. Thus, the recommendations must be considered along

with the budget available and program priorities.

A. At the Federal Level

As discussed Ofirkif in this report, personality factors, "turf Issues, and past history are among

the most powerful factors that can promote or retard coordination at the local level - and these factors

are beyond the control of federal decision makers. Federal officials cannot appoint or remove state and

local officials. Concerns over "turf' are universal and inevitable.

So what can be done to promote coordination? in general, the desired approach should tie to

take steps that wW increase the likelihood that state and local level officials will decide that it is In their

own interests to coordinate. Presumably, self-interest can help to overcome the omnipresent °turf

concerns as well as the frequently-present personality problems, distrust, and other less than positive

elements from the past
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The specific strategies to be followed should include now standard calls for Increased

coordination requirements and increased Incentives to coordinate, but the literature review, telephone

survey, and site visits have convinced us that neither requirements nor incentives can be relied upon to

guarantee that coordination - let alone effective forms of coordination - will occur.

Requirements, incentives, and general efforts to persuade states and localities to promote

coordination, therefore, should be supplemented with efforts to demonstrate that It is Jth possible and

desirable for state and local officials to take the steps (and the risks) that are necessary to engage in

productive coordination efforts. In other words, it is necessary that steps be taken to demonstrate to

agency managers that It is both in their own interests and In the Interests of their clients that productive

collaborative efforts be planned and hriplemented. This point is the first, and in our opinion, central

°working principle° that the JTPA Advisory Committee came up with in its efforts to delineate a clear

agenda for the future in terms of coordination of JTPA with other agencies. As noted in Woking Caoltal;

Defintfill29=i3130&ANEMLQWMaiffk
If past mistakes are to be avoided...concrete benefits must accrue to clientele and

program managers...Program coordination is not cost-free. It requires time and

resources. Thus, coordination must resuit In higher quality, more effective and diverse

services to clientele with better results anti/or more efficient management of services

than would have been achieved in its absence. It should be viewed as mutually

beneficial to the various systems involved. Coordination should be viewed as a means

to achieve these goals, not an end in and of itseff."

1. Um/tilt Current Law

Under current law, there are a variety of steps that the Department of Labor and other federal

agencies can take that are likely to promote coordination and assist states and localities In overcoming

barriers to coordination.

a. Provici High-Level Su000rt for CoorttOatIon

An ingredient in many of the exemplary coordination projects examined as part of this study was

strong support from the governor, state cabinet-level officials, and other state/local political officials. It is

12 This same point was made more tersely by officials at one of our sites:

You can't legislate coordination. You can have all the legislation that you want, but

if the local agency administrators do not want to coordinate, it won't happen...You

can't make coordination happen. You can't force it. People have to buy into it.
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important for the Department of Labor and other federal agencies to take the necessary steps to foster a

favorable climate for coordination, Including the following.

fxDand anode to docuptent and communicate informatign about tha benefits of

coordination. This should ineude widespread dissemination of information on:

the tangible benefits that can accrue to clients when services are integrated. Including
higher placement rates and increased earnings; and

the tangible benefits that accrue to agencies that engage in appropriate collaborative
efforts. especially equal or better outcomes for lower costs.

State and local governments lack incentives to document their successful coordination efforts. Federal

agencies should support efforts to document cost reductions and benefits to clients and agencies.

Pray ide syggort and encouragement foLatate and local officials fp fheW efforts to

coordinate ;TPA and other prcgrama. The Department of Labor and other federal agencies should

continue to find ways to support and encourage governors, mayors, and county executives who have

made Increased coordination one of their personal prforftles, e.g., gMng them public credit and

recognition. This can also involve working with them to find ways to encourage subordinates to promote

coordination regardless of their personalities or judgments about people in other agencies. For example,

information about ways to include coordination objectives in agency managers' performance reviews

could be explored.

Provide flexibility for coordination to state and Wel level officials charged Wilt

implementing federally7lyndectgragrama. Although everyone appears to be in favor of coordination,

most people we interviewed did not want the federal government to prescribe the exact form that

coordination should take. An official at one slte stated. "The federal agencies should give state and local

agencies the flexibility to work things out on their own. Stay out and give us room.* The ORA Advisory

Committee also stressed that federal coordination policies must allow for local flexibility.

Increase federal efforts to ipsure thatjnggyajors will not be wan Offor !lamina taken

alum. As with most types of innovation, there are risks associated with introducing effortr, to

substantially alter ways in which SOMP3S have been provided for many years. This risk is borne by the

state and local agency officials that design and implement various approaches to better intagrating

service delivery. It is important for federal government officials to reduce uncertainty and penalties that

may result from innovative efforfs to integrate service delivery. In particular, this means an increased
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willingness to specify, In advance, whether certain kinds of unconventional activities will be acceptable in

future audtts. For example, one concern that came up in our study was whether auditors might disallow

the breaking of a lease in mrder to enter into a co-located facility. The performance standards system is

another area where flexibility should be considered. The Department of Labor has discretion to approve

state performance standards plan4 that deviate from the norm when circumstances warrant, and special

consideration should be given for innovative prolects involving coordination.

I .111'41t t' it 4' !I4 '4' lt L 4 11 '

iggraolesogattnalion. These bodies may or may not be based upon the existing State Job Training

Coordinating Committees (SJTCC) and PIC system, but the cause of coordination should be

strengthened when there are officials whose jobs calls for promoting cootdination rather than any

specific program. As noted in the Report of the JTPA Advisory Committee:

...At all levels of government, public/private partnership institutions should be created or

expanded to become responsible for the collaborative policy development and planning

needed to build a MOM coherent human resource delivery system.

There is no consensus yet on the precise composition and structure that such bodies should take, but

some people we spoke with indicated that a 'neutral' body might best facilitale collaboration.

Set an example by cogdmilig coardlnatimat the nptionpl and raglan! len* It is

important for the federal governmvnt to set the right example by coordinating administration and

oversight of federally-sponsored programs. For example, It is important for federal officials of the

Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education to continue working together as they

have for the new JOBS program for AFDC recipients.

b. litsktixislinkalMaisisnle
The Department of Labor and other federal agencies can clay a vital role in providing states and

localities with information about 'how to coordinate successfuily and with technical assistance during the

design and implementation of coordination efforts. While most state and local agencies officials appear

to be aware of coordination as a potential means to enhance efficiency and effectiveness of service

delivery, they may not be certain of the steps that they should undertake to coordinate and what 'moder

of coordination is likely to yield the best results in their circumstances.

Emichtlatatmelicounimmtvaximidnidsmallingli. The Department 01 Labor and

other federal agencies should continue to identify innovative examples of coordination and disseminate



information n how such models can be implemented in other states and localities. in documenting such

Illustrations of 'successful° coordination efforts, it is important to describe specific aspects that are

relevant for replication of coordination models in other localities, Including:

types of agencies involved In the effort and unique factors that may have contributed or
inhibited the development of coordination:

types of coordination activities that were undertaken (e.g., integrated intake and eligibility
determination, co4ocation, referral of clients, etc.);

specific steps and techniques that were taken to implement the approach;

sPecific benefits and advantages of coordination to the agencies and clients, as well as
possible drawbacks and costs of the effort; and

barriers that were encountered and the methods that were used to overcome the
barriers.

Hence, the federal government should continue efforts to identify and disseminate information about

techniques that are useful in promoting coordination in particular situations. While no two sets of

agencies or personalities are the same, there may be some generality about techniques that can be used

to promote coordination and overcome barriers."

provide teçhnicel assiitance. guidance. and Problem resoltdon for states and (polities on
designing spd Implementing cooglinalion. In designing and implementing coordination efforts, states

and localities snnetimes need technical assistance and guidance to overcome specific barriers to

coordination. They also may need technical assistance In developing coordination approaches that are

most advantageous given unique local conditions and circumstances In some circumstances,

assistance may be needed In resolving conflicts or issues across agencies, which federal (regional) staff

may be able to facNitate. At the federal level, the department might consider forming a technical

assistance team that would disseminate Information on coordination and provide technical assistance

when requested. Technical assistance might a:so be provided on applying for waWers and additional

funding for coordination.

13Some efforts may be straightforward. such as trying to focus discussionon 'what is best for the clients."
Other efforts, however, may be more complex, such as providing general information about techniques that
other states have used to overcome legal barriers to contracting with other state agencies or more detailed
information about the specific coordination mandates and performance criteria that other program's have
to meet, and how JTPA can be helpful to them in achieving its objectives. But it may be possible to collect
enough tleas to develop a useful product for dissemination.
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The Department of Labor and other federal agencies could make several changes to existing

legislation or regulations to either promote coordination or reduce barriers to coordination at the state

and local level. Particular emphasis should be placed on the following areas.

!octane flexibilby In wino funds to coordinate. Federal requirements that were established

to promote worthy objectives have inadvertently discouraged coordination. For example, the JTPA

statute requires that at least 70 percent of local Title li-A funds be used on training. SDAs may find it

difficult to meet this requirement if they must use administrative funds to leverage their training dollars by

collaborating with another program. A related problem is that it is not clew that funds used to support

case management in JTPA fall under the definition of training. To deal with these problems. It would be

useful if waiver authority were granted to the federal or state level similar to the 1118 waivers used in

AFDC programs to try innuvative strategies.

The new JOBS program for AFDC recipients also has furxling limitations that may make

coordination difficult. The Fan* Support Act, which authorizes JOBS, prohibits welfare agencies from

subcontracting certain functions such as eligibility determination and sanctioning. This may preclude

some highly integrated coordination between JTPA and JOBS.

Idandidemealinamixotirliminlinthaingrum During this study. some SDA

administrators complained that agencies that they couid potentially coordinate with did not face the same

mandate to coordinate that the JTPA program did. Although authorizing legislation for vocation&

education, AFDC. and the employment sOrViCe all make many references to coordinating with JTPA,

many in the JTPA community feel that a greater coordination responsibility is placed on SDAs th3n their

counterparts.

Because many of the other agencies do not bellow) they have as strong a mandate to

coordinate, the willingness to join such efforts often rests with a small group of state or local

administrators. If these administrators are uninterested or feel threatened by coordination, there is little

that the JTPA program can do to involve the other agency. Some SDA administrators indicate that the

legislative mandate was an important motivating factro behind their determination to coordinate with

other agencies. They feel that if other agency administrators are under similar mandates, that they would

be more amenable to coordination.
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To correct this problem, language on conrdination in statutes and regulations should be uniform

across programs.

antigas2mmadnjanuagmg. Many people we Interviewed expressed concern that

basic terms such as °participant' and niacernenr are defined differently by various agencies. This

creates problems in communications and inhibits coordination in linking or integrating information

systems and sharing credit for outcomes. Because reporting systems are established by both federal

and state laws and regulations, the federal government should take the lead In developing common

definitions. In cases where agencies need different definitions, distinct terms ...hould be established so
that there is no confusion.

3, Nether Testing of Approaches

There are several steps that the Department ot Labor and other federal agencies could take to

further test Innovative approaches to coordination.

4111. 1 %I` 1,` 11 1. . 1'..1. 1... 1110/1 Ut .%1 1 11.-1 1.1 . c 1

The federal government should continue to support innovative demonstration projects that feature

coordination among various state and local agencies providi4 employment and training services. The

Service integration Pilot Projects (SIPP) represent a recent effort of this type.

These grants cmid be used by states and localities to plan and Implement special coordination

projects. For example. they might be used to enable local agencies to fund a staff person who IS

charged with the overall responsibility of planning and overseeing the development of a coordination

effort Alternatively, such grants might be used to enable local agencies to co4ocate tackles or procure

equipment necessary to support integrated case management of 130tViCeS. Such giants could be limited

to a single program year or could run for a longer period (I.e., 3 to 5 years), with dim:nishing support

each year and with the state or locality expected to take over funding responsibility for the project."

"Successful coordination should be increasing efficiency, so there does not appear to be any reasonto provide Astra money to support coordination efforts Indefinkely. On the other hand, time-lknited funds
may be nece -ary to help overcome the inertia, 'turf concern% and skepticism that often dissuades agencyadministrators from taking a chance by wattling the status quo. Therefore funding to cover planning, start-up expenses (such as training), one-time costs (such as those associated with realigning the boundaries ofdistricts covered by sub-state regional offices or management information system development costs), andperhaps a year or two of incremental operating expenses.



We recommend that special consideration be given to Worts to link or Integrate management

information systems. Although information systems are only a tool used to achieve coordination, many

local programs are frustrated by their inability to access or Integrate data systems. F xieral support

might take the form of matching grants similar to the ones used In the child support enforcement area to

encourage upgrading of data management systems.

1: I 11, = 1 U /611.1A hi ' 11.Ll 1. I I The federal

government should sponsor a national evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of coordination between JTPA

and other programs. Such a study could concentrate on the (1) specific (dolitar) costs and savings

related to coordinatlon and (2) how coordination directly effects client outcomes (e.g., job placement

rates and long-term self-sufficiency). While existing studies have shown (In a wide variety of coordination

projects) that most agencies involved in coordination efforts view the benefits of such projects as

substantially outweighing the costs, few firm estimates of the cost savings and improvement in client

outcomes have been establithed to date." A national evaluation could document more precisely the

effects of coordination on cost savings and client outcomes.

B. At the State Level

As this study has shown, states play a key role in promoting coordination and helping localities

to overcome the various barriers to coordination. The role of the state - particularly the governor and

state agencies responsible for employment and training, education, vocatioral rehabilitation, welfare, and

other social services - can often be critical in providing the political and resources that is

necessary for agencies to become Involved xi coordination efforts. The sections that follow provide

recommendations that states can undertake to enhance the role of coordination in the delivery of

service&

1. Under Current Law

Under current law, there are a variety of steps that states might undertake to promote

coordination and assist localities in overcoming barriers to coordination.

IsThe Southwest Wisconsin PC is an exception. The PIG has documented the savings accrued by co-

locating and integratinj Title ii-A and job service functions In Job Centers.
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ErglidajgbdaitioggaigEggoligglIgn. As noted above, a common ingredient in many of

the exemplary coordination projects is support from the governor, state cabinet-level vino:laic, and other

state/local officials. Such public officials can make a critical difference In both setting te right climate

for coordination and in providing the resources (and technical assistance) that are needed to Initiate and

maintain coordination projects.

Strengthen statewide coordinating copmitteeg. By law, ail states have State Job Training

Coordinating Committees (SJTCCs), but these committees vary in their effectiveness in promoting

coordination. Governors should take care to appoint members who are strongly interested In

coordination rather than simply making sure that major constituencies are represented. As we n 3ted

above, coordination may be promoted batter In a neutral forum. In the absence of federal legislation,

states should consider broadening the responsibilities of the SJTCC to make it equally responsive to all

program needs; for example, Massachusetts has taken such a step.

LS /0 ill 1 I. 1 1. 1 1 1."..1` 111 l-1 + 1 I As discussed in the

chapter on barriers to coordination, local agencies sometimes run into issues or conflicts which need

resolution from above. For example, if 4.2encies are attempting to design an integrated intake and

eligibility determination process, there may be conflict over the information that should be included in a

joint intake form. Often state agencies can play a pivotal role in resoMng such conflicts between

agencies by redefining or clarifying stste policy or reporting requirements. Higher level state agency

officials may also be able to resolve cross-agency differences that cannot be resolved at the local level.

Hence, It is important for state agencies to provide continuing oversight on coordination projects

(particularly during the early planning and implementation stages) and to step in. when necassary, to

help resoNe issues.

States can also play an important technical assistance role. Often state officials may be aware of

what has worked (or not worked) in other areas of the state, and can help to transfer some of the

knowledge from prior experiences to assist local agency officials In establishing or enhancing

coorilnation.

Promote comoatibilityilftgratIon of automated Informatign system. One barrier to

coordination ideritlfied by many agency officials is Incompatible automated information systems.

Incompatibility may stem from several factors: (1) agencies may coltect different data Items on clients
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(e.g., demographic characteristics and outcome measures may varying across agencles),, (2) agencies

may have different types of automated systems (e.g., local area networks v, mainframe systems), (3)

agencies may use different types of software, and (4) agencies may have different procedures for data

entry and reporting (e.g., one agency may have its eligibility workers enter data directly into the

automated system as they interview clients, while another uses support staff to enter data after the client

interview).

Differences in data systems within states is frequently mentioned as a barrier to coordination.

Although programs can live with the costs imposed by Incompatible systems, states should make strong

efforts to integrate data systems to avoid the communication problems and wasted resources caused by

incompatible data systems.

Pro* le for cross-training of stet The extent to which agencies can successfully integrate

operations of programs (e.g., intake, eligibility determination, service delivery, case management, job

placement) depends, in part, on each agency understanding the mission and operations of the agencies

coordinated with. For example, if a JTPA and welfare agency are to develop a case management system

involving integrated intake and eligibility determination, assessment of client needs, and referral to

relevant services, then the &aft from each agency will need to be trained in the rules and procedures that

each agency employs in managing clients. Careful planning may enable the agencies to reduce the

differences in operational procedures across agencies, but are unlikely to eliminate all of the differences.

States can help by providing facilities and funding for cross-training of staff.

Encourage strengthenlatof Igcal level coordlnatign efforts. States can directly encourage

coordination at the local level In several ways. One approach is to directly fund local coordination

efforts. For example, the State of Wisconsin enc"Jraged SDAs in the state to establish Job Centers like

the ones operated by the Southwest Wisconsin PIC by offering grants to interested SDAs.

Coordination can also be encouraged by holding meetings where all local programs in a region

mart to discuss common interests. Such meetings can help agencies learn more about other programs.

discover common interests, and dissipate mistrust that exists. Several projects in our sample grew out of

a conference sponsored by the State of Oklahoma where informal meetings wrtre held between local

agencies.



2. a -I 1111 h. 11.1 I 1... 1. 1 11 1 i
States could make several changes to existing legislation or regulations to either promote

coordination or reduce barriers to coordination at the state and local level. Particular emphasis should

be placed In the following areas.

Use tile JJPA performance standards gystem tg encourag goordinatiom States can use

their performance standards systems to encourage collaboration between agencies in several ways.

Making sure that SDAs and the collaborating agencies all rectliVe credit for positive outcomes will

-mcourage coordination, as will basing six percent awards on serving participants assisted by other

agencies (e.g., welfare recipients). For especially innovative collaborative projects, the state may wish to

modify the usual performance standards to encourage risky projects.

Mandateloint plannino and coordination _amono_state agencies. State legislative mandates

to jointly plan and coordinate can be effective In promoting coordination at both the state and local

levels. Within the JTPA program, with its strong legislative mandate to coordinate, there has been a

proliferation of coordination across the country. Such mandates provide a0encies with the message that

they must get together regularly with other agencies to look for ways to effectively liik delivery of

services for the benefit of the client and to nxiuce Inefficiency. Similar mandates are needed for other

state programs, so that coordination is not solely based on the willingness of state or local agency

officials to take steps to coordinate.

Make geooraphicaUboundarleg 9f local programs coterminous. Many of those Interviewed

for this study felt that it is consideiably easier for local agencies to coordinate programs when they serve

the same geographic area. Coterminous boundaries reduce problems with serving ineligible populations

and mean that agencies can design the same operational procedures for their entire service area.

Establishing identical boundaries for employment and training, education, welfare, and other programs is

likely to foster local coordination. We recognize that this recommendation will be difficult to achieve in

some states because of political problems, but it deserves strong consideration.

to L ; A -.7. ,.. Li In 1.. 1 .11. 'A..' 1 ilh A It '2 . ..t1 1 . In some states,

only one agency can receive credit for placements and other positive outcomes. In such circumstances,

agencies are often reluctant to collaborate with other agencies. Although states may not want to make it
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too easy to get credit for the work of other agencies, granting credit to all agencies that help a client is

an excellent way to foster collaboration.

3. Further Melina of Approach*,

There are several steps that states could take to further test innovative approaches to

coordination.

Boildalunclingaranall. Similar to the federal

government, states could provide grants to support innovative projects that feature coordination among

various state and local agencies providing employment and training services. These grants could be

used to plan and implement special coordination projects (see the section above on federal grants for

examples of how such funding could be used).

hiatiffilffidia9f.ginalMitatilli2D-Inginhana-91-111fleitat-GooltiOation Project& States

could make funds available for evaluating coordination projects. Such evaluations should assess the

costs and benefits of such efforts, as well as detail the design of the initiative, possible local factors that

might have affected the success (or failure) of the effort, and the steps that were taken to implement the

initiative. The focus of such evaluations should be on establishing whether the initiative holds promise for

other localities (i.e., is It successful and can it be replicated in other settings?). Results of such

evaluation efforts should be widely disseminated to other localities so that they can learn from the

experiences of others.

C. At the Local Level

This study, and others that have proceeded it, have established the critical role that localities play

in developing and implementing coordination projects (see Chapter 2, bottom-up coordination). Local

agencies are generally on the 'front-line in most coordination projects (even those that are lop-dowrf

models of coordination). There are a number of things that can be done at the local level to foster

coordination.

Develop an ugdgrstggsling of the objectives and ogerations gt other orogrems. The extent

to which local programs are able to coordinate is determined, in part, by the personalities of local

officials and their knowledge of other programs. This is particularly the case in coordination efforts that
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are of the 'bottom-up* variety. Coordination at the local level is often promoted by the simple fact that

two administrators knot, each other personally and have a basic underatanding of each other's

programs. It is difficult to envision how agencies might work together to reduce burdens on clients,

enhance client outcomes, and better use available resources, without some knoWedge of the other

program - its purposes, clients, services, service area and tne methods that are used to deliver services.

With a good understanding of other programs in the locality, it is much easier to identify opportunities for

coordination and to develop creative solutions to what might otherwise appear to be insurmountable

barriers to coordination.

InsfeaujgjaftuataajungogUgsaljuggIn. The involvement of agencies in joint planning

committees has proven effective in many localities in enhancing coordination among local agencies.

Joint planning among agencies generally enhances the understanding that agency officials have of other

programs and provides an opportunity for agency officials to identify program areas that may lend

themselves to coordination. In addition, the establishment of a routine schedule for convening joint

planning meetings (e.g., monthly or quarterly), establishes an organizational structure (and forum) for

focusing on how agencies can better work together and helps to ensure that there is follow-up to

coordination plans that are introduced.

Introduce cross-training of staff. The understanding that line staff have of other programs that

an agency Is coordinated with can be an important determinant of whether the coordination effort is

successful. Particularly in circumstances where agency operations are integrated, the understanding that

agency staff have of the operations of the other program can be important in determining whether the

two staffs work harmoniously together and can effectively MVO each other's clients. Cross-training

sessions, which are intended to give agency staff an understanding of the other (coordinated) agency's

objectives and operation% have been found to be of considerable help In some localities.

Documspt and evaluate coal:Mallon efforts. Local agencies can play a central role in

documenting their model of coordination and the results of the effort. it is important for these agencies

to document the steps that they go through to design and implement coordination projects. This should

include careful tracking of the costs associated with establishing and maintaining coordination efforts

(e.g., personnel, facility, equipment costs). Local agencies should also track the savings associated with

coordination and the benefits to client% The goal of such an effort should be to assess whether the effort
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Is cost-effectIve and how it might be further enhanced. This Information should also be of assistance to

other local agencies that might be interested in replicating the project.

D. Conclusions

Our research has indicated that while many agencies are actively Involved in coordination

projects across the country, there is still much that can be done at the federal, state and local levels to

strengthen and expand coordination. Ali levels of government can and shotdd take steps to increase

collaboration between agencies, but none need be held back by inaction at other levels. Some of the

recommendations discussed In this chapter can be implemented quite easily, particularly the ones

requiring no new legislation. The recommendations requiring new legislation will be more difficult to

Implement, but we believe they are likely to enhance the role of coordination in delivery of employment,

training and other services at the state and local levels.
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